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ABSTRACT

The impact of traffic pollution on the nitrogen metabolism and zinc content of 

roadside vegetation was investigated by measuring a range of physiological 

responses and surface Zn in trees.

Dry deposition in the form of NOx ranged from 14.8 to 40.7 Kg N ha y r 1 within 

the woodland. The amount of deposition was spatially related to the distance 

from the motorway that runs adjacent to the woodland. Maximum NOx 

deposition was found next to the motorway in the rural downwind environment 

At this site trees exhibited significantly higher growth rates as assessed by yearly 

shoot extension as well as exhibiting more positive foliar 815N signatures 

compared to trees at a control site 600m away. These two results are taken as an 

indication that atmospheric NOx produced by motorway traffic is contributing to 

the nutrition and growth of roadside trees.

In vivo activity of the N assimilatory enzyme, NR was assayed in the foliage of S. 

nigra, C. monogyna, B. pendula and Quercus spp. growing at the woodland. 

Elevated NR activity close to the road was only demonstrated for one species, S. 

nigra suggesting the assimilation of traffic-derived NOx following foliar uptake. 

High NR activities in this species may mean that leaves act as NOx sinks, 

effectively ‘mopping up’ NOx from the atmosphere.
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In general, proximity to the traffic appeared to have few effects of the motorway 

on tissue metabolite pools. Total N and tissue NO3" were not affected by 

proximity to the motorway. Similarly, no significant differences were found for 

total P concentrations. It is suggested that at this lowland deciduous woodland, 

soil nutrients are non-limiting and thus allow growth to occur in response to 

inputs from traffic-derived N. It is proposed that this increase in biomass has the 

effect of diluting elements or metabolites such as total N and NO3' so that they 

remain at a constant level. It is recommended that at similar sites, rather than 

using metabolites as biomarkers, foliar 8 ,5N signatures in combination with 

simple growth measurements are used as to demonstrate traffic effects.

Whereas results indicated that tissue Zn was unaffected by proximity to the road, 

surface Zn was found to accumulate during dry weather, only to be washed off 

during rainfall events. Amounts of surface Zn were examined on a 5 tree species 

growing in central London, namely S. nigra, C. monogyna, F. excelsior, A. 

hippocastanum and P.acerifolia. Surface Zn was highest on the leaves of C. 

monogyna which contained 13.8 mg Zn m 2 on its leaves. Scanning electron 

microscopy was able to show that species differences may be related to 

epicuticular wax characteristics. Results are discussed in relation to the potential 

use of trees for ameliorating atmospheric NOx and particulate pollution levels.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. History of Air Pollution

Air pollution in the UK is not a recent problem. Pollution in the UK dates back to 

medieval times when coal combustion and other industries emitted heavy smoke 

to London skies (Bell and Treshow, 2002). In 1661, the first record of damage to 

vegetation as the direct result of aerial pollution was made by a British author and 

founding member of the British Royal Society, John Evelyn. In his pamphlet 

entitled Fumifugium, Evelyn describes thick dark smog over London. Such 

smogs were the result of the incomplete combustion of fossil fuels by industry. 

They contained carbon monoxide (CO), organic compounds and sulphur dioxide 

(SO2). Over time, reactions with oxygen cause organic and sulphuric acid to form 

in droplets which gave the smog a haze-like appearance. As well as 

recommending the relocation of industries to the city outskirts Evelyn proposed 

the planting of orchards and gardens as a way of reducing pollution effects in the 

city. Despite his suggestions pollution in London has not decreased significantly 

until relatively recent years. In 1952 the Great London Smog caused around

4,000 deaths in the city and lead to the introduction of the Clean Air Acts of 1956 

and 1968.
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The decline in heavy industry and a switch from coal-generated to gas-powered 

electricity has brought with it a decline in SO2 emissions in the UK. Emissions 

have decreased dramatically from around 6.5 million tonnes per year in 1970 to 

around 1 million tonne per year in 2004 (Figure 1.1). As a result of the decrease in 

SO2 emissions, UK farmers now need to add sulphate fertiliser to some crops 

(Zhao et al., 1999a, 1999b).

7
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Figure 1.1. Sulphur dioxide emissions and sources in the UK since 

1970. Graph obtained from National Atmospheric Emissions 

Inventory (NAEI) at www.aeat.com
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1.2. Contribution of traffic emissions to atmospheric pollution

While atmospheric SO2 has declined in recent years, the increased use of the 

motor vehicle has brought with it a range of other harmful pollutants. In the early 

1980’s the main interest was the effects of lead pollution but by the late 1980s and 

early 1990s the effects of other vehicle pollutants became a major concern. 

Traffic emissions contain a cocktail of pollutants including heavy metal 

particulates, gaseous nitrogen oxides (NOx) and volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs). Not only are these components harmful on their own but they can react 

in sunlight to form damaging photochemical smog. The major components of 

photochemical smog are ozone, peroxyacyl nitrates, aldehydes, alkyl nitrates and 

airborne particulates. This thesis will focuses on two components of traffic 

emissions, namely NOx and particulate matter.

1.2.1. Nitrogen oxides

All combustion processes in air produce nitrogen oxides (NOx). In this process 

high temperatures cause atmospheric N2 and oxygen (O2) to combine to from 

nitric oxide (NO) (Welbum, 1994). The reaction takes place in two steps 

(Reactions 1.1 and 1.2). NO can also be formed in fuel rich regions of the flame 

from highly reactive hydroxyl radicals (OH) (Reaction 1.3).

N2 + 0 - » N 0  + N (1.1)

N + 0 2 - » N 0  + 0  (1.2)

N + O H - » N O  + H (1.3)
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Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is formed from the oxidation of NO by O3 (Reaction 1.4).

0 3 + N O -> NO2 + O2 (14)

A range of subsequent reactions may remove NO2 from the atmosphere and the 

amount of NO2 and NO in the air will be dependent on the rate of these reactions. 

In remote unpolluted areas, NO concentrations are generally low compared to 

NO2 concentrations. However NO concentrations may exceed those of NO2 in 

heavily polluted towns and cities where the oxidising capacity of the atmosphere 

may be limited (The Air Quality Strategy, 1999). Road transport accounts for 

about half of national annual emissions of NOx. The road transport contribution is 

fairly evenly split between petrol (26%) and diesel emissions (22%) (The Air 

Quality Strategy, 1999). Concentrations of NO2 and oxides of nitrogen are 

currently monitored using automatic instruments at 83 national network sites 

across the UK. The emissions of NO2 in the UK are shown in Figure 1.2. 

Concentrations are highest around large cities and along major roads.

1.2.2. Production of atmospheric NOxfrom a major road in a rural environment

In the document, Nitrogen Dioxide in the United Kingdom (Air Quality Expert 

Group, 2004) the production of atmospheric NOx by traffic on a major road is 

described. Motorway traffic acts as a large source of NOx, mainly as NO and with 

a small percentage of emissions as NO2.
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Figure 1.2. Emission map for nitrogen oxides as NO2 in 2001. 

From National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory 

(www.naei.org.uk)
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As air passes over the motorway it initially has pollutant levels typical of a 

relatively unpolluted rural environment However, ozone (O3) in the air reacts 

with the high concentrations of NO at the motorway to form NO2 and O2. This 

reaction occurs within a few seconds, corresponding to a spatial scale of up to a 

few tens of meters. As a result both primary and secondary NO2 concentrations 

reach a maximum in the rural downwind environment. Vertical dispersion acts to 

reduce secondary NO2 concentrations, which decline rapidly with increasing 

height and distance from the motorway (The Air Quality Strategy, 1999).

1.2.3. Particulate Matter

Particulate matter (PM) is a complex mixture of organic and inorganic substances 

present in the atmosphere as both liquids and solids (Quarg, 1993). Particulate 

matter is a major factor in respiratory illnesses with more deaths occurring 

annually as the result of traffic emissions than due to traffic accidents (WHO, 

1999). It is standard for particulate matter to be defined by its size rather than its 

chemical composition. Particles with aerodynamic diameters of 10 pm and 2.5 

pm are known as PM 10 and PM2.5 respectively.

According to the 1999 APEG report the major sources of airborne PM10 in most 

urban areas are:

1. road traffic emissions (may contain heavy metals such as lead or zinc)

2 . secondary particles (formed in the atmosphere from chemical reactions)

3. resuspension of soils and road dust
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Figure 1.3. Emission map for PMio particles during 2001. 

From National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory 

(www.naei.org.uk)
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Size of particle is closely related to the source. For instance those particles that 

are emitted directly by combustion processes are generally less than 2.5 pm and 

often less than 1 pm whereas those originating from non-combustion sources such 

as, wind blown dust and mechanical attrition tend to be much coarser. Secondary 

particles are usually less than 2.5 pm but size do vary depending on the humidity 

(DETR, 1999). Deposition velocity is determined by particle size. Fine particles 

are deposited slowly and hence can be transported over long distances (Allen et 

al.y 2001). Figure 1.3 shows the emissions of PMm in the UK. Emissions are 

highest in and around major towns and cities, probably due to the high levels of 

road traffic in these areas.

1.3 Perturbation of the global N cycle

Although the earth’s atmosphere consists of nearly 80% N, this is in the form of 

nitrogen gas (N2) which is largely unavailable to plants. This N2 may be 

converted (fixed) into plant available (reactive) N forms by the natural processes 

of lightning or by specialised N fixing bacteria. These include free-living, 

nonsymbiotic bacterial and symbiotic bacteria that inhabit the root nodules of 

legumes and certain other plants.

In the modem world N2 may also be converted into reactive N forms such as NO2 

and NO by combustion processes (section 1.2.1). Consequently, whereas in the 

absence of pollution, the N cycle is a highly regulated system with N losses
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balancing N inputs, in the polluted world, additional N fixation is causing severe 

disruption of the cycle (Vitousek, 1994). It is estimated that human activities 

contribute more ‘fixed’ N forms than natural processes, with anthropogenic 

sources contributing 140 Tg N yr'1 compared to the 130 Tg N yr'1 that are fixed 

through natural processes (Galloway et al., 1998).
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Figure 1.4. Nitrogen oxide emissions and sources in the UK since 

1970. Graph obtained from National Atmospheric Emissions 

Inventory (NAEI) at www.aeat.com
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Reactive atmospheric nitrogen forms are now recognized as one of the most 

ecologically important pollutants. These include reduced N in the form of 

ammonia and oxidized N (NOx). Figure 1.4 shows the annual emissions of NOx 

from various sources in the UK between 1970 and 2004. Emissions reached their 

peak in 1989 following a steady increase in the use of road transport in the UK. 

From 1990 onwards however emissions have declined due partly to changes in 

energy production and as well as European initiatives to reduce transport 

emissions through tighter fuel and vehicle standards such as the introduction of 

catalytic converters in 1993.

1.4. Nitrogen and plants

N is an essential macronutrient required in large amounts by plants. It is used by 

plants for amino acids (proteins and enzymes), nucleotides, porphyrins, alkaloids 

and some lipids (Allen et al., 1974) as well as playing a central role in plant 

metabolism and growth (Haynes and Goh, 1978). In order to satisfy their high N 

requirement, plants have evolved highly sophisticated uptake mechanisms (for 

review of uptake mechanisms see Forde and Clarkson, 1999).

1.4.1. Nitrogen availability and preference

The N form and availability are two of the most important factors influencing the 

species composition of an ecosystem. Habitats can differ markedly with respect 

to the dominant form of available N. In ecosystems such as pine forests and
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wetlands, NR*+ is the main N form (Drake et al., 1996; Finzi et al., 2002) while in 

grasslands, temperate agricultural regions (Shaw et al., 2002) and areas of 

disturbance NO3" dominates.

Consequently, species commonly found in such habitats often show a preference 

for either of these two inorganic N forms. The preference of tree species for 

either N form may be determined by measuring NO3' reduction within the plant or 

by examining uptake and assimilation of 15N-labelled NO3' and N H / (Smirnoff et 

al., 1984; Clough et al., 1989; Stewart et al., 1992; Clough, 1993; Pearson and 

Soares, 1995).

It was discovered that pioneer species usually have a preference for NO3' while 

climax species have a preference for NR|+ uptake (Clough, 1993). For the context 

of this thesis pioneer species refer to secondary colonisers in a succession, where 

disturbance or the move to a natural climax community has reverted. Another 

characteristic of pioneer species, aside from a preference for NO3' as an N source, 

is the tendency for N assimilation to take place in the shoots. Assimilation of 

NH|+ by the roots of climax species is necessary since NH*+ is toxic (Marschner, 

1995). Pioneers and climax species also differ with respect to their ability to form 

mycorrhizal associations as climax species will form these associations far more 

readily than pioneers (Grime et al. 1988).

The differing characteristics of pioneers and climax species mean that they are

adapted to different habitats. Whereas pioneers grow best in unshaded locations 

with a high NO3' availability such as forest gaps or margins, climax species grow
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well in established woodlands where NH4+ is the dominant N source and there is 

greater shading from other trees. High light availability affords pioneer species 

with the opportunity for the high photosynthetic activity necessary to support 

shoot N assimilation with regards to C skeletons. Conversely, the restriction of N 

assimilation to the roots in climax species may allow greater control over use of 

limited light between N and C assimilation (Smirnoff and Stewart, 1985).

1.4.2. Nitrogen assimilation

Although plants may differ with respect to their preference for N form and

location of assimilation, be it in the roots or the shoots, all plants possess the same

apparatus for N assimilation. Inside the plant cell the stages of N assimilation are 

as follows: where NO3" is the N source the enzyme nitrate reductase (NR) 

converts this into nitrite (NO2 ) (reaction 1.5), which is quickly converted to NRt+ 

by the enzyme nitrite reductase (NiR) (reaction 1.6).

NO3 + NAD(P)H + H+ N 02 +NAD++ H20  (NR) (1.5)

N 02' + 6 e- + 8H+ -» NH4+ + 2H20(N iR ) (1.6)

NH4+ formed from this reaction or taken up directly from the soil is then

converted to amino acids (AA) by the glutamine synthetase-glutamate synthase 

(GS-GOGAT) pathway (Dennis et al., 1998).
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1.5. Nitrogen cycling between plants and soil

Plant’s high requirement for N, coupled with the relatively low levels of this 

element in the soil, means that once taken up, N is highly conserved (Vitousek 

and Howarth, 1991). Plants usually recover a large proportion of N before leaf 

fall and therefore the N content of leaf litter is very low. According to Pearson et 

al. (2002) 50-70% of N is recovered at senescence. Killingbeck (1996) estimate 

the C:N ratio of recent leaf litter to be between 100-200 compared to around 50- 

100 for live plant material.

In the absence of anthropogenic inputs the terrestrial N cycle is a tightly regulated 

system with inputs balancing outputs. Soil organic matter (SOM) is the largest N 

pool, accounting for up to 90% of the total ecosystem N (Temperton et al., 2003). 

It consists of recalcitrant components of plant detritus and dead microbes. SOM 

is generally not available to plants since most plants have a preference for 

inorganic N.

N cycling within the soil is shown in Figure 1.5. Soil microbes convert the N in 

SOM into inorganic N. This process is known as mineralisation. Ammonifying 

bacteria produce NH4+ which is then available to be converted to NO3" by the 

nitrifying bacteria. Both plants and microorganisms take up NO3' and NH4*

N can become immobilised within the soil because the majority of N within the 

microbial biomass is returned to SOM following microbial death. This is referred 

to as the microbial N loop. As a result, the decomposition of SOM occurs slowly
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and creates a bottleneck in the N cycle. The rate of SOM decomposition is 

indirectly dependent on plants. Whereas microbes acquire most of their N from 

SOM, C is obtained from plant exudates and leaf litter. It is the supply of C from 

plants that determines the net rate of mineralization and immobilization (Knops et 

al.y 2002)
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Figure 1.5. Nitrogen flow within ecosystems. Black arrows indicate flow 

of N between soil and plants. Blue arrows indicate inputs and losses of N 

from the ecosystem.
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1.6. Impact of N deposition on below ground processes

N deposition has a wide range of effects on soil processes. Most obviously it 

increases the soil N content. N availability is increased further by the stimulation 

of mineralisation (Fisk and Schmidt, 1996; Wedin and Tilman, 1996; Lee and 

Capom, 1998; Falkengren-Grerup et al., 2004) and this effect on mineralisation is 

long-lived (20 years) and may not be readily reversible (Vinton and Burke, 1995)

Continued deposition can also lead to soil N saturation and leaching. NOf 

leaching may be accompanied by the removal of equivalent amounts of mobile 

cations such as Mg2+, Ca2+ and K+ (Reuss and Johnson, 1986). Losses may also 

occur by increased denitrification. At Rothamsted fluxes of N2O to the 

atmosphere have been measured at 1.5 kg N2 ha' 1 yr' 1 in the Broadbalk wilderness 

(Goulding et al., 1998). This rate compares with those for arable land receiving in 

excess of 200 kg N ha' 1 yr' 1 and strongly suggests that this woodland is N 

saturated. Similarly, Vitousek (1994) reported NO3' leaching and emissions of N- 

containing trace gases (e.g. NO) in many forest ecosystems.

Soil acidification is another major factor associated with N deposition. Research 

at Rothamsted has shown that soils have become progressively acidified during 

the last 110 years (Goulding et al., 1998). In the long-term Park Grass experiment 

soil pH has decreased from 7 to 4 in the absence of experimental N additions. 

This is thought to be related to the increase in N deposition from anthropological 

sources since the start of the experiment. Within soils specific buffering 

mechanisms operate for different pH ranges (Schulze, 1989). Between pH 8.6
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and 6.2 calcium carbonate is the principal buffer. If the pH is between 6.2 and 4.2 

cations on clay minerals are exchanged for H+. Long term acidification leads to 

the leaching of base cations from the soil as well as a loss of buffering capacity. 

At low pH, Al and other toxic metals become mobilized (Sverdrup et al., 1995). 

Aluminium is present in large quantities in most soils however in non-acid soils it 

is not very soluble. As acidity increases so does Al solubility. Not only is Al 

toxic to plants but it also suppresses the uptake of Mg2+ ions (Schulze, 1989; 

Sverdrup et a l, 1995).

Soil pH is also a controlling factor in the amount of nitrification / denitrification 

carried out by soil microbes. Nitrification is stimulated by high pH with the result 

that NH»+ predominates in acid soils and NO3' is more common in more alkaline 

soils (Falkengren-Grerup et a l, 1998). The combined effects of N deposition and 

acidification of soils as well as numerous secondary effects such as the leaching 

of nutrients, changes in soil microbial activity and increases in the availability of 

toxic metals can have serious impacts on plant productivity and health (Bobbink 

and Lamers, 2002)

1.7. Impact of nitrogen deposition on vegetation

Whilst extra N may benefit low input farming systems and modem crop varieties 

with a high N requirement, there may be serious impacts on the species diversity 

in natural and semi-natural ecosystems. The combination of eutrophication and 

acidification that accompany N deposition can have serious impacts on plant
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health. These two phenomenon are usually positively correlated, making it 

difficult to separate their effects on plant growth. (Diekmann et al., 2002).

Soil N

Atmospheric
deposition

Increase in soil 
Nitrogen

Species a

Decrease in

Species b

/

Soil pH

Figure 1.6. Theoretical relationship between soil N availability and 

pH and its response to eutrophication and acidification (grey line). 

Species a and b have ecological optima to the left of or above the line 

and are therefore favoured (from Diekmann et al., 2002).
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Plant species A and B in Figure 1.6 are favoured by N deposition because they are 

naturally adapted to the conditions arising as a result of N deposition. Species A 

and B can be termed nitrophilous species as they have a high capacity for N 

uptake and assimilation. Many pioneer species are considered to be nitrophilous 

due to high foliar N contents and high capacity for NO3' reduction (Smirnoff et 

al., 1984; Clough et al., 1989; Stewart et al., 1992; Clough, 1993; Pearson and 

Soares, 1995). Although increased N can stimulate the growth rate of the more 

nitrophilous species, this frequently is at the cost of other species since even small 

differences in growth rates between competing species are sufficient to bring 

about the eventual competitive exclusion of most species (Loehle, 2003). High N 

inputs may also affect the competition indirectly by altering susceptibility to frost, 

drought or herbivory.

Following prolonged N deposition ecosystems may show a decline in species 

diversity or become dominated by one or two fast-growing nitrophilous species 

(Bobbink and Lamers, 2002). The effects of N deposition are demonstrated by 

the long-term Park Grass experiments at Rothamsted Experimental Station 

(Goulding et al., 1998). Where NO3 was applied to plots in the concentration of 

48 Kg N ha' 1 yr' 1 species number dropped from 50 to 35 within a few years. The 

effects were even more extreme when N was applied in the form of NH»+ due to 

the greater shift in soil pH. Changes in species composition have also been 

observed in a range of semi-natural environments. For example, N deposition 

has been implicated with (i) the replacement of Erica by Molinia in wet heaths in 

the Netherlands (Aerts and Bobbink, 1999) (ii) a decline in original Sphagnum 

moss species and an invasion by Betula pubescens and Molinia caerulea in a
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raised bog in Denmark (Bobbink and Lamers, 2002) (iii) and the increase in a 

range of nitrophilous understory species in a forest ecosystem in north-east France 

(Thimonier et al., 1994).

1.8. Air Quality Standards

In order to measure and quantify the potential ecological damage that pollution 

may have on semi-natural habitats, the United Nations Economic Commission for 

Europe (UNECE) developed the concept of ‘critical loads’. Critical loads are 

defined as, ‘a quantitative estimate of the exposure to one or more pollutants 

below which significant harmful effects on specified sensitive elements of the 

environment do not occur according to present knowledge’ (Nilsson and 

Grennfelt, 1988). In other words they are the level of pollutant below which there 

is no effect on plant’s vigour health or productivity. So far, critical loads have 

been established for the pollutants, SO2, NOx, ammonia (NH3) and ozone (O3) 

(Sanders et al., 1995). For N, critical loads have been set for a number of 

grassland, heathland and forest ecosystems based on the results of experimental 

studies, field observations or according to ‘expert judgement’.

Until recently critical loads for N were set at 7-20 and 10-20 Kg ha' 1 yr' 1 for 

coniferous and deciduous forests respectively (Bobbink et al., 1996). However at 

the recent Beme critical load workshop (Acherman and Bobbink, 2003) it was 

decided that the critical load would be set for all forest types at 10-20 kg N ha' 1 yr' 

1 with the recommendation that national experts use broad guidance to modify
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these values for national mapping purposes. Three techniques of assessing UK 

forest critical loads were recommended depending on the forest type. These are 

(i) measurements of leached NCV, (ii) changes in ground flora, lichens and algae 

and (iii) the mass balance approach, involving the calculation of long-term inputs 

and outputs. Falkengren-Grerup and Diekmann (2003) previously called for the 

subdivision of critical loads in order to take into account subtypes of deciduous 

forests, dominating tree species and soil type. These authors found the effect- 

related critical load to be around 7-10 Kg N ha' 1 yr' 1 for deciduous forests in 

Southern Sweden with the most pronounced effects occurring in forests with low 

soil pH. However, at the Berne critical loads workshop , critical loads for forests 

were neither lowered nor subdivided on the basis that N deposition was 

underestimated or that climate and other pollutants may have been important 

factors in these observational studies.

1.9. Aims and objectives

Port and Thompson (1980) observed elevated N content and frequency of insect 

attacks in trees growing alongside a major UK motorway. Aside from this and a 

few other studies that have concentrated primarily on the effect of Pb (Pearson et 

al. 2000), very little work has specifically examined the effects of traffic pollution 

and NOx on vegetation.

This project is based mainly on fieldwork conducted at a small woodland 

downwind of a major road. This site was chosen to allow us to investigate the
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effects of atmospheric N on a range of tree species along a transect running 

downwind from the motorway. The first objective was to asses the contribution 

of traffic-derived NOx to N deposition at a deciduous woodland adjacent to a 

motorway and to establish whether deposition is having a fertilising effect on 

plant growth. The second objective was to investigate the effects of increased N 

deposition on foliar uptake and tree physiology. The last aim was to investigate 

the deposition of Zn particles and NO3' to leaf surfaces as a technique for 

monitoring traffic exposure.

This work is important because it may help predict future effects of NOx on 

roadside trees. In addition findings may also prove useful to those responsible for 

planting along motorway verges and around other point sources. For example, in 

the future roadside plants may be selected based not only on their tolerance to 

pollution but on their ability to cleanse the atmosphere. A further reason to look 

at this topic is to identify easily measurable changes in plants that may be used as 

direct biomarkers for traffic pollution.

1.10. Thesis overview

This thesis comprises seven chapters. The first introduces the background to the 

work while the second details the materials and methods used in conducting 

fieldwork. The third chapter reports on the deposition of motorway derived NOx 

to roadside trees at our field site as well as using total foliar N, stable isotope of 

nitrogen (15N), and growth measurements to estimate the contribution of
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atmospheric reactive N to plant N status. The fourth chapter describes the effects 

of N deposition on tree physiology and seasonality. The fifth chapter focuses on 

NR enzyme and how this may be used as a biomonitor for N deposition. The 

sixth chapter details the deposition of pollutants to roadside leaf surfaces. The 

final chapter reviews the experimental data and relates the results to the current 

understanding of the impacts of atmospheric N deposition on woodlands.
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Chemicals

All chemicals were obtained from BDH Chemicals Ltd. (Poole, England) and 

Sigma Chemical Company (London, England) unless stated otherwise.

2.2 Experimental sites 

2.2.1. Mardley Heath

Plant material was collected from Mardley Heath in Hertfordshire (grid reference 

TL245185). This small woodland is adjacent and downwind to the Al Motorway. 

The high volume of traffic on the busy road means that it is a potential point 

source of atmospheric nitrogen oxides (NOx). Sampling was conducted at 2 sites 

at either end of a transect running in an easterly direction from the motorway to 

the control site 600 m downwind (Figure 2.1). Transects from point sources allow 

workers to demonstrate spatial associations between pollutant exposure and 

response. Air at the control site is unlikely to be completely pollutant free but is 

likely to contain significantly less NOx than at the motorway end of the transect 

It has been established that NOx concentrations decrease significantly away from 

the immediate vicinity of the road (The Air Quality Strategy, 1999)
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Figure 2.1. Ordnance survey map showing Mardley Heath sampling site 

and surrounding area. The transect is marked on the map in black. The 

letters a and b mark the locations where ‘motorway’ and ‘control’ material 

were collected respectively. Image produced from the Ordnance Survey 

get-a-map service. Image reproduced with kind permission of Ordnance 

Survey and Ordnance Survey o f Northern Ireland.

Sampling at Mardley Heath took place approximately once a month during the 

growing season of both 2001 and 2002. Three individuals of each species 

investigated were sampled at both sites. Sampling was always performed at a
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similar time of day, approximately 11 am. Leaf material was collected from 

branches approximately 1.5 m in height and was packaged in a cool bag for 

transfer to the laboratory for analysis. Xylem sap was extracted from cut branches 

using a Millipore pump at 25-30 KPa vacuum pressure. Sap was collected into 1 

ml Eppendorfs and frozen for later analysis.

2.2.2. Marylebone Road

For the investigations into surface contaminants, leaf material was occasionally 

collected from roadside trees along Marylebone road (grid reference TQ286821). 

This is one of the busiest roads in central London. A pollution-monitoring site is 

located along Marylebone road and this station measures a range of pollutants 

including PM jo and NOx concentrations.

2.3. Species

Several tree species were initially investigated including Betula pubescens Ehrh., 

Quercus spp, Sambucus nigra L. and Crataegus monogyna Jacq.. From 2002 

onwards research was concentrated on two species, S. nigra and C. monogyna, to 

enable more detailed biochemical analysis to be performed. These two species 

were selected because of their abundance at both sampling sites and to allow 

comparison between species that have different N metabolism strategies (Soares 

et al., 1995). S. nigra utilises NO3' as its N source and performs most of the 

assimilation in the shoots while in C. monogyna there is less emphasis on foliar
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assimilation of NO3". C. monogyna can utilise both NCV and NH4+ and carries out 

a large proportion of assimilation in the roots (Clough, 1993).

2.4. Weather information

Information regarding prevailing weather conditions at the Mardley Heath field 

site was obtained from the Iceni weather station (www.iceni.org.uk). This 

weather station is located in Royston, Hertfordshire and is approximately 16 miles 

from the field site.

2.5. Assessment of tree growth

Tree growth was measured towards the end of the growing season. Growth was 

assessed by measuring the length of branch extension and number of new leaf 

nodes for the current year. Measurements were taken on 15 branches of 5 trees at 

each field site.

2.6. Determination of nitrogen dioxide deposition

Nitrogen dioxide deposition at Mardley Heath was investigated using NO2 

diffusion tubes (Gradko, Winchester, UK). These tubes were attached to either 

fence posts or tree stems along a transect at Mardley heath that ran from 10 m
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upwind of the motorway to 600 m downwind. Two tubes were used as blanks and 

these remained sealed in a plastic container during the exposure period. After 14 

days all the tubes were collected and analysed in the laboratory. The absorbent 

discs were carefully removed and eluted in 2 x 0.5 ml dd H2O for 2 minutes. The 

combined eluted solution (1 ml) was assayed for NO2’ concentration by adding 1 

ml 1% w/v sulphanilamide in 1 M HC1 and 1 ml 0.02% N-napthyl ethylene 

diamine dihydrochloride (NEDD) in dd H2O. The mixture was shaken and the 

colour was allowed to develop for 20 minutes. The absorbance of each sample 

was measured against the blank (reagents with no nitrate) using a Beckman DU-7 

Spectrophotometer set at a wavelength of 540 nm. The NO2 deposition was 

estimated by using a calculation based on deposition velocity to woodlands of

43.5 mm s'1 (Fowler, 2002).

2.7. Enzyme assays

Enzyme assays were carried out on fresh leaf material. Activities were 

determined within 1 hour of collection from field sites. Enzyme extraction from 

plant material was carried out at 4°C. Incubation conditions for the enzyme 

assays consisted of a water bath maintained at 25°C. In establishing enzyme 

activities for new species, initial tests were carried out with different volumes of 

extract and for different lengths of time to check for linearity and proportionality 

of enzyme activity.
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2.7.1. Nitrate reductase (E.C.1.6.6.1) activity in vivo

Nitrate reductase activity (NRA) was measured using the in vivo method of 

Stewart and Orebamjo (1979). Approximately O.lg of finely divided leaf tissue 

was weighed out and added to a small vial of 5 ml assay medium. The assay 

medium consisted of 0.1 M phosphate buffer at pH 7.5, 150 mM (1.5%) KNO3 

and 1.5% v/v propan- l-ol. The vials were then placed into a desiccator and 

vacuum infiltrated for 2-3 minutes using a Millipore pump at 25-30 KPa during 

which time the vacuum was released several times. Vials were then incubated at 

25°C in the dark for a 1 hour period. Following incubation the vials were shaken 

slightly before 1 ml assay medium was removed and placed into a test-tube. To 

this, 1 ml 1% w/v sulphanilamide in 1 M HC1 was added followed by 1 ml 0.02% 

N-napthyl ethylene diamine dihydrochloride (NEDD) in dd H2O. A blank was 

made by substituting 1 ml fresh assay medium for 1 ml incubated assay medium. 

The mixture was shaken and the colour was allowed to develop for 20 minutes. 

The absorbance of each sample was measured against the blank using a Beckman 

DU-7 Spectrophotometer set at a wavelength of 540 nm. NR activity was 

calculated using the slope for the standard curve.

2.7.2. Nitrate reductase (E.C.1.6.6.1) activity in vivo -  plus and minus KNO3

The above assay method allowed the estimation of N R A Kno3> a measure of NO3 

reduction capacity at non-limiting NO3'. NRAh2o as a measure of the actual NR 

activity (Andrews, 1986; Keltjens and van Loenen, 1989; Thomas and Hilker,
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2000) was determined by the above method but without the addition of 1.5% 

KNO3 to the assay medium.

2.7.3. Nitrate reductase (E.C.1.6.6.1) activity in vitro with Zn additions

Determination of in vitro NR activity depends on the careful extraction of intact 

enzyme. Approximately 0.2 g fresh leaf tissue was weighed out and homogenised 

in a pestle and mortar with liquid N, sand and Polyvinyl polypyrolidone (PVPP). 

Extraction buffer at pH 8.5 was added to the leaf powder and spun at 4°C for 20 

minutes. The extraction buffer contained 0.1 M Tris, 1 mM Na2EDTA, 20 pM 

Leupeptin, 10 mM DTT, 1 mM NaMoC>4, 10 pM FAD and 0.1% w/v nonidet 

detergent and this could be stored at 5’C for 1 week. 0.1% v/v mecaptoethanol 

was added on the day of use. The supernatant was decanted off and 100 pi was 

added to an 1 ml Eppendorf tube along with 300 pi phosphate buffer at pH 7.5, 50 

pi 0.1 M KNO3 and 50 pi 10 mM NADH. To test the effect of Zn on the enzyme, 

ZnCh was also added to the buffer. A blank was made by substituting the enzyme 

extract with 100 pi extraction buffer. Eppendorfs were incubated in a water bath 

at 25°C for 20 minutes and the reaction was terminated by the addition of 0.5 ml 

1 % w/v sulphanilamide in 1 M HC1. Then 0.5 ml 0.02% w/v N-napthyl ethylene 

diamine dihydrochloride (NEDD) in dd H2O was added and a pink colour was 

allowed to develop for 20 minutes. The absorbance of each sample was measured 

against the blank using a Beckman DU-7 Spectrophotometer set at a wavelength 

of 540 nm. NR activity was calculated using the slope for the standard curve.
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2.8. Acid digestion and element determination

In order to determine total leaf concentrations of N, P, and Zn leaf material was 

first digested in a sulphuric acid -  hydrogen peroxide mixture. This reagent was 

prepared using a method adapted from Allen et al. (1974). Selenium (0.42 g) and 

lithium sulphate (14.0 g) were dissolved in 420 ml concentrated sulphuric acid 

and 350 ml hydrogen peroxide on ice. 0.05-0.2 g of oven-dried sample was 

accurately weighed and placed in thick-bottomed boiling tubes with 4.4 ml of 

digestion reagent The mixture was heated gradually to a temperature of 360*C 

over a 2-3 h period in a heating block (Grant Instruments, Cambridge Ltd.), until 

the digest had cleared. The digest was allowed to cool before being made up to 

50 ml with dd H2O. This diluted digest was used in the determination of total N, 

total Zn and total P04.

2.8.1. Total nitrogen determination

Before total N analysis could be carried out, a 0.5 ml aliquot of the digest solution 

was neutralised by adding 0.5 ml 1.5 M NaOH and 4.0 ml 0.2 M phosphate buffer 

at pH 7. This solution could then be analysed using the method of McCullough 

(1967). Solutions A and B were prepared as follows:

Solution A: 10 g phenol

50 mg sodium nitroprusside 

made up in 1 1 of dd H2O
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Solution B: 5 g NaOH

53. 7 g Na2HP04.12H20

10 ml sodium hypochlorite solution (10-14% v/v ) 

made up in 1 1 of dd H20

2.5 ml of solution A was added to 0.5 ml of neutralised digested sample and 

mixed well. To this mixture, 2.5 ml of solution B was added before incubation at 

37'C  for 40 minutes. The optical density was read at 625 nm using an Amersham 

Biosciences Ultrospec 3100 pro spectrophotometer. For blanks, assays were 

performed in an identical way but without the addition of plant material to the 

digest solution. (NH^SQ* was used to create a standard curve.

2.8.2. Total phosphorus determination

Molybdate-antimony solution was prepared as described by Golterman (1978). 

0.02 g of sodium antimony tartrate (NaSbOC4H406) and 0.% g of ammonium 

molybdate ((NH4)6Mo7024.4H20 ) were dissolved in 100 ml 2M H2S04 and made 

up to 500 ml with the same acid. Ascorbic acid solution was prepared by 

dissolving 2.0 g ascorbic acid in 100 ml dd H20. The molybdate-antimony 

solution (1 ml) and the ascorbic acid solution (0.5 ml) were added to 10 ml 

digested sample and mixed well. The mixture was incubated at 37’C for 30 min. 

The optical density was read at 882 nm using an Amersham Biosciences 

spectrophotometer, model Ultrospec 3100 pro. A standard of KH2P04 was used 

to calibrate this method.
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2.8.3. Total zinc determination

Total Zinc was measured using a Pye Unicam SP9 atomic absorption 

spectrophotomer. Calibration standards containing ZnCl2 were prepared in a 

solution of the same composition as that of the digest mix.

2.9. Tissue extraction

Tissue was extracted by placing 0.2 - 0.5 g finely chopped tissue into vials 

containing 5 ml methanol. Vials were stored in sealed tubes for 1 - 3 days at 4 'C .

2.10. Determination of tissue and xylem nitrate

Nitrate content was determined enzymatically using nitrate reductase (NR) from 

the fungus, Aspergillus nidulans. Where tissue nitrate was being assayed, the 

extraction solution (section 2.11) protein was first removed. Protein was removed 

by adding 0.2 ml K4Fe(CN)6 (3.6 g in 100ml ddH20) to 0.8 ml of extraction 

solution before mixing, then adding 0.2 ml ZnSC>4 (7.2 g in 100 ml ddH20 ) and 

spinning for 10 minutes at 13,000 rpm.

5 -100 jil of sample (either xylem sap or tissue extraction solution with protein 

removed) was added to 370 jul 0.1 M phosphate buffer at pH 8. To this, 10 pi each
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of NADPH (13 mmol/1), FAD.Na2 (0.23 mmol/1) and NR (4.5 U/ml) were added, 

dd H2O was added to make the volume up to a final volume of 500 pi. A blank 

was made by using either 100 pi methanol or dd H2O depending on whether the 

assay was being carried out on tissue extraction solution or xylem sap. The 

samples were incubated for 1.5 hours in a water bath at 25°C and to the same 

Eppendorf tube, 0.5 ml sulphanilic acid and 0.5 ml NEDD were then added to 

stop the enzyme reaction. The mixture was shaken and the colour was allowed to 

develop for 20 minutes. The optical density of the samples was measured in a 

Beckman DU-7 Spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 540 nm. A series of 

standard of KNO3 solutions was used to create a calibration curve.

2.11. Determination of tissue and xylem soluble amino acids

A volume of 1.4 ml citrate buffer (0.8 M, pH 4.84) and 1.2 ml ninhydrin (1% w/v 

in dd H2O) were added to 0.25 -  0.1 ml of extraction solution or xylem sap. The 

mixture was boiled for 20 minutes then cooled before the addition of 3 ml 60% 

v/v of ethanol. The optical density that developed in each sample was read on an 

Amersham Biosciences spectrophotometer (model Ultrospec 3100 pro). Leucine 

was used as the standard solution for calibration and blanks were prepared by 

substituting sample with methanol or dd H2O depending on whether the assay was 

performed on tissue extraction solution or xylem sap respectively.
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2.12. Determination of tissue and xylem sugar content

Sugar content was analysed using a modified method of An and Roel (1993). 25- 

50 pi of sample (either extraction solution or xylem sap) was first made up to 400 

pi in a test-tube with dd H2O. To this, 2 ml of concentrated H2SO4 was added 

followed by 400 pi of 18% (w/v) phenol (made up in a 30% ethanol solution). 

This mixture was vortexed vigorously and allowed to stand for 15 minutes. The 

optica] density was read at 490 nm using an Amersham Biosciences 

spectrophometer (Ultrospec 3100 pro model).

2.13. Determination of ammonia in xylem sap

Ammonia concentrations in xylem sap were assayed using the method of 

McCullough (1967). A 100 pi sample was added to an Eppendorf tube and to this 

600 pi of both reagents 1 and 2 were added. Reagent 1 was prepared by adding 5 

g phenol, 25 mg sodium nitroprusside in 500 ml dd H20. Reagent 2 was a buffer 

containing 2.5 g NaOH, 5 ml sodium hypochlorite solution (10-14% v/v) and 21.3 

g Na2HPC>4 made up in 500 ml dd H2O. Samples were then mixed and incubated 

in a water bath at 37 *C for 40 minutes until a blue colour was observed. The 

optical density of the samples was measured using a spectrophotometer set to read 

at a wavelength of 625 nm. A blank for the spectrophotometer readings was made 

by using 100 pi dd H2O instead of the sample. Standard solutions containing 

(NHU)2S04  were used to make a calibration curve.
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2.14. Determination of phosphate concentration in xylem sap

Phosphate content was assayed using the method described by Golterman (1978). 

A xylem sap sample of 100 pi was added to a 1 ml Eppendorf tube. To this, 900 

pi dd H2O was added plus 50 pi molybdate antimony and 25 pi 0.1 M ascorbic 

acid solution. Molybdate antimony was prepared by dissolving 0.02 g sodium 

antimony tartrate (NaSMX^HtCfo) and 0.96 g ammonium molybdate 

(NH4)6Mo7(>24.4H20 in 100 ml 2M H2SO4. For measuring the samples on a 

spectrophotometer a blank was made by substituting 100 pi sample with 100 pi 

H2O. The Eppendorf tubes were heated at 40°C for 30 minutes. The optical 

density of the samples was then measured relative to the blank using a Beckman 

DU-7 Spectrophotometer set at a wavelength of 882 nm. A standard solution 

KH2PO4 was used to create a calibration curve.

2.15.1SN stable isotope analysis using ANCA-MS

Automated 15N/13C analysis -  mass spectrometry (ANCA-MS) was used for 

stable isotope 1SN and total N analysis as described by Barrie and Lemley (1989). 

Samples of plant material were oven dried before being ground to a fine powder 

using a MM2 ball mill (Retsch GmbH and Co., W. Germany) These samples were 

placed in 6 mm x 4 mm methanol-washed tin capsules (2-10 pg of sample per 

capsule). Samples were then analysed for 15N content using ANCA-MS, (Europa 

Scientific Ltd., Crewe, UK).
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2.16. Quantification of leaf surface zinc and nitrate

The surface area of fresh leaves collected from the field was first determined 

using a hand held, GeniScan leaf scanner. Whole leaves were placed in 20 ml 

vials, to which 5 ml of either dd H2O, 0.01 M HC1 or chloroform was then added. 

These vials were shaken vigorously for 2 minutes, after which the leaves were 

removed, oven dried and weighed. The rinsing solutions were stored at 5*C in a 

refrigerator prior to analysis.

An atomic absorption spectrophotometer (Pye Unicam SP9 model) was used to 

analyse the Zn content of the 0.01 M HC1 and dd H2O solutions obtained from the 

washing procedure. A standard calibration curve was created using ZnCl 

solutions of varying concentrations. The efficiency of this procedure was checked 

by increasing the washing times with increments of 30 seconds. This analysis 

showed that washing for 1 minute removed more than 90% of the Zn deposited on 

the leaf. NO3 was assayed using the method detailed in section 2 .10.

2.17. Mkroanalysis of leaf surface physical characteristics

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) (JEOL 6360LV variable pressure SEM) 

at Rothamsted was used to study the morphology of epicuticular wax layers on 

leaf surfaces. Fresh leaf material was always used for the analysis. This was first 

cut into small sections approximately 5 x 5  mm before being stuck to a specimen
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stub. In order to preserve the structure in its original form material was frozen 

and coated in gold using a cryo-preparation and transfer system (GATAN alto 

2100).

2.18. Microanalysis of leaf surface chemical characteristics

The chemical composition of surface particulates was analysed using energy 

dispersive microanalysis (EDS). This system measures X-rays emitted during 

electron bombardment in the SEM. By determining the energies of the X-rays 

emitted from the area being excited by the electron beam, the elements in the 

sample were determined The rate of detection of these characteristic X-rays is 

used to determine the amounts of elements present. The model used was an 

Oxford instruments INCA 200.

The Oxford instruments INCA 200 consists of a number of important 

components: an energy dispersive X-ray detector to detect the X-rays, a pulse 

processor to accurately measure the energy of each X-ray detector, and a software 

interface to control the system and to analyse the results. Figure 2.1 shows the 

major components of a standard SEM with EDS facilities.
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Figure 2.1. Diagram of SEM column showing major components and 

EDS facilities.
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CHAPTER 3

NITROGEN DEPOSITION AND 

GROWTH AT MARDLEY HEATH

3.1. Introduction

3.1.1. Deposition of atmospheric N

The deposition of atmospheric N to the earth’s surface does not occur evenly. On 

a global scale, most of the deposition is to temperate latitudes (25-55°N) (Asner et 

a l .y  1997). In addition, upland regions receive disproportionately large amounts 

of atmospheric N deposition compared with lowlands. For example, in the UK as 

a whole, N deposition was estimated at 19 Kg N ha' 1 yr' 1 however upland areas 

are reported to receive 26 kg N ha' 1 yr' 1 (Kirkham, 2001). This may be explained 

by the elevated N concentrations in hill cloud, high levels of precipitation and by 

the fact that upland areas tend to be very effective sinks for deposition.

Turbulent transfer of atmospheric NOx and other gases to terrestrial surfaces is 

dependent on the frictional drag of vegetation. Deposition to woodland is 

typically higher than to shorter vegetation. Beier and Gundersen (1998) measured 

N deposition to a forest and found it to be 2.5 times greater than that to
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surrounding pasture land. High deposition to forests is thought to be caused by 

the large frictional drag of tree canopies on airflow (Fowler, 2002). This may 

explain why at present, temperate forests are receiving nearly all the 5.1 Tg Y r1 

of anthropogenic N inputs (Nadelhoffer et al., 1999). Goulding et al. (1998) have 

estimated that deposition to woodland at Rothamsted in Hertfordshire, UK to be 

in the region of 100 kg ha' 1 yr'1.

Deposition within forests is also variable. The so-called ‘edge effect’ describes 

enhanced N deposition and effects at the forest edge in comparison with the forest 

interior (Spangenberg and Rolling, 2004). Several other authors have also 

documented this phenomenon (Draaijers et al., 1988; Cox et a l, 1999; Weathers 

et al., 2000). The most common explanations for this phenomenon are higher 

wind forces at the forest edge (Veen et al., 19%) as well as increased dry and 

occult deposition (Beier and Gundersen, 1989).

3.1.2 Effects of N on forest health

Northern Temperate forests have long been considered to be N-limited (Aber et 

al., 1984; Vitousek and Howarth, 1991). However, where deposition exceeds tree 

and soil requirements, N saturation can occur. According to Fenn et al. (1996) N 

saturation has been defined as a condition in which:

1. Available N is frequently in excess of total biotic demand

2. Vegetation within the ecosystem no longer exhibits a positive growth 

response to N addition (Nilsson, 1986)
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3. Sustained N losses approximate or exceed N inputs -  the N retention 

capacity of the system has been exceeded.

Recent evidence indicates that forest growth is being enhanced by N deposition. 

Nasholm (1998) reported that trees experienced few negative effects and were in 

fact growing vigorously as the result of N deposition. Similarly, Kauppi et al. 

(1992) reported an increase in the growth rate and the amount of growing stock in 

forests in several European countries.

Stimulated forest productivity may be considered as a positive outcome since it 

creates a possible sink for excess CO2 (Neff et al., 2002). However, stimulated 

growth may be accompanied by nutrient imbalances, increased pathogen attacks 

and a decline in species diversity (Port and Thompson, 1980; Schulze, 1989; 

Strengbom et al., 2003). Effects of N deposition on the woodland ground flora 

have been investigated in Sweden and in N.E. France (Tyler, 1987; Thimonier, 

1994; Diekmann et al., 2002). These studies showed strong eutrophication and 

acidification associated with N deposition as well an increase in nitrophilic 

species. Such invasions of forest ecosystems by nitrophilous species will occur 

very slowly since the long life span of trees means they are relatively resistant to 

displacement (Loehle, 2003). Deposition of N can also disrupt soil mycorrhizae. 

The effect is dependent on the mycorrhizal type with mychorrhizal infection of 

roots being inhibited for ectomycorrhizas but variable for vesicular abuscular and 

ericoid mycorrhizas (Aerts and Bobbink, 1999).
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3.1.3. Tree biomarkers for nitrogen deposition

In the establishment of critical loads it is useful to have information concerning 

the N status and health of the vegetation. Plant biomarkers that allow workers to 

quickly obtain reliable information regarding effects of prevailing N deposition on 

vegetation would therefore be very useful to those responsible for setting critical 

loads (Marsh et al., in press). Total plant N content and 5-15 N signature of plant 

tissue have both received attention as potential biomarkers.

3.1.3.1. Tree biomarkers for nitrogen deposition: total N

According to Zhen and Leigh (1990) N will accumulate in crop plant tissues 

beyond the level needed to achieve maximum growth. Many empirical studies 

have shown a direct relationship between N deposition and foliar N 

concentrations. This effect has most frequently been demonstrated in ectohydric 

moss species (Pitcairn et al., 1995). Since mosses depend heavily on the 

atmosphere to supply nutrients it is thought that these species will be most 

sensitive to changes in N deposition. Other studies have compared 19th century 

moss collections with present day moss to show that tissue N has increased over 

the years in line with increases in anthropogenic N emissions (Baddeley et al., 

1994; Pitcairn et al., 1995; Woolgrove and Woodin, 1996).

Correlations between N deposition and foliar N have also been shown in a range 

of higher plants (Port and Thompson, 1980; Baddeley et al, 1994; Pitcairn et al.,
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1995; Kirkham, 2001). Port and Thompson (1980) found elevated total N 

concentrations in Fagus sylvatica and Crataegus monogyna shoots exposed to 

motorway NOx pollution. Furthermore, elevated tissue N was implicated with 

increased invertebrate pest outbreaks in the trees. On a large-scale pollution 

transect running from N. Sweden to C. Europe foliar N concentration was also 

shown to rise with increased deposition (Hogberg et al., 1998). Work in the UK 

has revealed that foliar N concentration was related to N deposition in a range of 

upland species including Calluna vulgaris, Racomitrium lanuginosum and 

Vaccinium myrtillus (Baddeley et al, 1994; Pitcairn et al., 1995; Kirkham, 2001).

In contrast to the above-mentioned studies, there have been a few investigations 

where total N content has declined following exposure to NO2 (Elkiey and 

Ormond, 1981; Srivastava and Ormond, 1986; Sabaratnam, Gupta and Mulchi, 

1988). According to Wellbum (1990) this may be explained by the translocation 

of additional N from shoots to roots.

3.1.3.2 Tree biomarkers for nitrogen deposition: tfsN signatures

N is present as two isotopic forms, 14N and 15N of which 14N is by far the most 

common, accounting for 99.6337% of N2 in air (Handley et al., 1998). Natural 

processes tend to have a preference for one of the two forms and hence the ratio of 

14N to 15N varies according to where N is sampled within the global cycle. 615N is 

a measure of the difference between the ratio of these isotopes in a sample and in 

a standard air sample. Plants have a preference for 14N uptake and assimilation
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and therefore plant tissues are usually have a negative 815N. 815N values are 

derived as follows:

815N in °/oo = [ ( 15N / 14N sample - 15N / 14N standard) / 15N / 14N standard ] x 103

where the internationally accepted standard of N2 of air is defined at 815Nair = 0 

°/oo (Handley et al., 1998).

There is growing evidence that the two main forms of N pollution, as oxidised N 

and reduced N forms have different stable isotope signatures (Garten, 1992; 

Heaton et al., 1997). Where anthropogenic N inputs are contributing to plant N, 

the 8,5N of tissues may be disrupted. It has been proposed that plant tissue 815N 

could be used as a means for monitoring atmospheric pollution in vegetation 

(Gebauer and Schulze, 1991; Heaton et al., 1997). It is hypothesized that foliar 

uptake of atmospheric NOx will be closely related to the source atmospheric 

signature at the motorway.

3.1.4. Aims and Objectives

This chapter aims to assess of the deposition and contribution of motorway 

derived NOx to roadside trees at Mardley Heath. N deposition in the form of NO2  

was estimated along a transect using diffusion tubes. The S15N signature was 

measured in leaves to show the contribution of this oxidised N supply to total 

plant N. It is generally thought that N does not accumulate in tissues until N
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requirements for growth have been met or other essential nutrients become 

limiting. In order to assess the N status of trees in the woodland we took 

measurements of foliar N and P concentrations as well as yearly growth. The 

effectiveness of diffusion tubes as well as plant measurements such as total foliar 

N, P and annual growth in monitoring N deposition was evaluated.

3.2. Results and Discussion

3.2.1. N deposition within Mardley Heath

NOx deposition within the woodland was monitored using NOx diffusion tubes 

and the results are presented in Figure 3.1. NOx deposition ranges from 14.8 to 

40.7 Kg N ha' 1 yr'1. These values exceed the current woodland critical loads of 

10-20 Kg N ha' 1 yr' 1 (Achermann and Bobbink, 2003) and the estimated total 

annual requirement for trees of 8-12 Kg N ha' 1 yr' 1 (Jenkinson, 1971; Pearson and 

Stewart, 1993).

The maximum NOx concentrations are found at the woodland edge, just 20 m 

downwind of the motorway. This is the ‘motorway’ site where tree material was 

collected to examine the effects of NOx on biochemistry and growth. The N 

elevated deposition was likely to originate from road traffic emissions of NO and 

NO2 (sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2). N deposition concentrations decline as distance 

from the motorway increases. This decline is likely to be due to the vertical
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dispersion of the gas (The Air Quality Strategy, 1999) and deposition to the forest 

canopy.
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Figure 3.1. NO2 deposition measured at Mardley Heath. The 

motorway is located at 0 on the horizontal axis. Diffusion tubes were 

left at the site for 2 weeks during November 2003.

Other potential contributory sources of NOx include the Glaxosmithkline 

Research and Development plant which is located within a 5 km radius of the 

sampling site and Brazier Methane Conversion plant which is located within 10 

km. According to the National Atmospheric Emission Inventory
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(www.naei.org.uk), these respectively emit 10 and 273 tonnes of NOx to the 

atmosphere each year. Despite these high industrial emissions the majority of 

NOx deposition within Mardley Heath can be attributed mainly to road transport 

which accounts for over 60% of the total emissions from nearby sources 

(www.naei.org.uk). Industrial emissions, although they may seem large may in 

fact not be affecting NOx deposition at the site to a large extent since gases are 

largely emitted through tall chimney vents.

High concentrations 10 m downwind may also be influenced by the ‘edge effect' 

as discussed in section 3.1.1. (Weathers et al., 2000; Spangenberg and Rolling, 

2004). Deposition 500 m from the motorway is in the region of 19.6 kg N ha' 1 yr' 

\  This is around the national average of 19 Kg N ha' 1 yr' 1 (Kirkham, 2001). At 

this location, tree material was collected for control measurements. It is clear 

from these results that the control site is not completely pollutant free. However, 

the benefit of using this location as a control site rather than a separate clean air 

site is that other environmental variables such as soil and weather are likely to 

remain the same while the N deposition is much lower than that at the polluted 

site.

Deposition of NH3 was measured at the site in a previous experiment (J. Pearson 

and A. Harrison, unpublished, CEH Merlwood UK) which reported low amounts 

of NH3 deposition within the site compared to NO2 and no differences between 

the motorway and the control site. It should also be noted that the deposition of 

NO2 at Mardley Heath as shown in Figure 3.1. may be higher than the amount of 

deposition that occurs in the woodland during the growing season. This is
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because diffusion tubes were set up in November when higher background NOx 

concentrations occur in the UK due to the switching on of central heating systems 

(Goulding et al., 1998).

3 .1 1 8 15N signature of trees

The 5,5N signature of leaf material was measured along the transect for two tree 

species, C. monogyna and Quercus spp. The lack of S. nigra individuals 

throughout the woodland interior prevented the analysis of the 515N signature of 

this species. The results are presented in Figure 3.2. The 615N values range from 

-2.6 to -7.0 °/oo for C. monogyna and from -2.6 to -4.9 7oo for Quercus spp. The 

515N is highest in trees adjacent to the motorway and becomes more negative as 

the distance along the transect increases.

The 815N of all samples taken was negative. This was most likely caused by 

fractionation processes in the soil and the plant. Soil N mineralisation 

discriminates against 1SN meaning that the availability of 1SN to plants is reduced 

while the 515N of the remaining SOM increases over time (Amman et al., 1999). 

Plant uptake and assimilation also discriminate against 15N however this effect is 

small when compared to soil mineralisation (Amman et a l, 1999).
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Figure 3.2. 815N signatures of leaf material collected from (a) 

Quercus spp. and (b) C. monogyna. Mean values + SE error bars 

are shown with the sample size n= 3. Sampling took place during 

May 2003.
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Previous work on the signature of atmospheric oxidised N has not been 

conclusive. According to Heaton et al. (1997) the 51SN of atmospheric oxidised N 

ranges from -3 to +10 °/oo however Amman et al. (1999) reported the different 

values of +2 to +10 and -5  to +10 °lQO and for NO2 and NO respectively. To 

complicate the matter further there are 3 forms of N deposition, namely, wet, dry 

and particulate, all of which may contribute different 615N signatures (Pitcairn et 

al., 1995).

Similarly, no consistent relationship has been reported between atmospheric N 

pollution and plant isotopic composition (Stewart et al., 2002). Inconsistencies 

between studies are most likely due to differences in the 515N signatures of source 

inputs. In many investigations (including this one) information regarding the 

isotopic composition of the pollutant is often based on published analyses from 

other studies. Unfortunately, such values are rare and highly variable and may not 

accurately reflect the source signature at the study site.

Nevertheless, this data shows that the motorway seems to be having a strong 

effect on the 515N signature of the nearby vegetation (see Figure 3.2). Since the 

515N becomes less negative close to the road it seems likely that the atmospheric 

signature of NOx from vehicles using the A1(M) is positive. The difference 

between 515N signatures at the motorway site (20 m downwind) and the control 

site (400 m downwind) is significant for C. monogyna at the 5% level (p=0.004). 

Differences between the sites were not significant for Quercus spp. at the 5% 

level (p=0.071).
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The extent to which the 515N signature of the traffic-derived NOx is able to 

influence foliar 815N signature of plants will depend on three factors, namely the 

strength of the source signature, how much N is taken up by the plant and the 

fractionation processes involved in N uptake. If traffic-derived N is taken up by 

plant roots following deposition to the soil, the effect on the foliar 815N signature 

is likely to be less than if N is taken up directly from the atmosphere. Epiphytic 

species such as mosses and lichens, which are dependent on atmospheric sources 

for supply of N avoid the complication of N uptake via the soil and hence have 

been recommended as suitable candidates for 815N biomonitoring (Pearson et al, 

2000; Stewart et al., 2002). The results presented in this chapter do however 

show that trees may also have potential as 515N biomonitoring species.

3.23. Total N content

The total N content of S. nigra and C. monogyna leaves are shown in Figure 3.3. 

S. nigra is a highly nitrophilous species and this is reflected by the high total N 

concentrations found in this study. Not only is the total N content of C. 

monogyna far lower, but it also shows less seasonal fluctuations than S. nigra. 

The total N content of ranges from 44.1 to 27.0 mg N g dw f1 and from 19.7 to 

16.0 mg N g dwt'1 for S. nigra and C. monogyna respectively.
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Figure 3.3. Total leaf N content of leaves of S. nigra (circles) and C. 

monogyna (triangles) at the motorway (red) and the control (blue) sites. 

Means + SE are shown. Sampling commenced on 27/06/02.

The effect of N deposition on foliar total N has been investigated for many 

species. Among these are the trees investigated as part of this project, S. nigra 

and C. monogyna (Port and Thompson, 1980; Pitcairn et al., 2002). In the 

Pitcairn et al. (2002) study, S. nigra foliar total N ranged from between 30 to 60 

mg N g dwt'1 and correlated with distance from an ammonia point source 

(r2=0.59). Our results for S. nigra are less convincing. Figure 3.3. shows that 

although there is a tendency for total N content to be highest in the S. nigra trees

S. nigra Motorway 
S. nigra Control 
C. monogyna motorway 
C. monogyna control
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adjacent to the motorway, differences were not significant. Total N shows 

seasonal variation, increasing from the first sampling day at the end of June (day 

178) and reaching a maximum around the start of August (day 213) when the 

plant is in the reproductive phase. A large portion of the total N measured was 

probably present as the chloroplast enzyme ribulose-l,5-bisphosphate carboxylase 

(rubisco) which generally accounts for 30-60% of total soluble protein and 

between 20-30% of total N (Peoples and Dalling, 1988). Towards the end of the 

season total foliar N declined possibly due to a reduction in further N uptake 

caused by water stress or depletion of available N in the root zone.

Previous work on roadside C. monogyna trees revealed concentrations of around 

14 mg N g dwt'1 in the central reservation area compared with concentrations 

around 6 mg N g dwt'1 just 10 m away from the road (Port and Thompson, 1980). 

At Mardley Heath concentrations range from 14.5 to 19.7 mg N g dwt'1 and these 

values are similar to the higher values presented in Port and Thompson’s study. 

However contrary to the findings of Port and Thompson (1980), no significant 

differences were found between C. monogyna foliar N at the polluted and control 

sites at Mardley Heath. In field studies, the large amount of environmental 

variables means it can be difficult to extrapolate from one set of experiments to 

another. For example Port and Thompson’s (1980) study site may have had a 

lower soil N availability than our site and it may be that the effects of traffic- 

derived atmospheric N on total shoot N are only be apparent where soil N supply 

is limiting.
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3.2.4. Growth

Despite the enhanced deposition of reactive N in the modern world (Chapter 1, 

Section 1.3), in many habitats N is still a growth limiting factor and any increase 

in N availability will allow an increase in biomass production. Growth was 

measured in trees at the motorway and control sites and the results are shown in 

Figure 3.4. Both species exhibit enhanced growth at the polluted site compared to 

the control site. Shoot extension (Figure 3.4.a) was 93.8% and 46.3% higher at 

the motorway site than at the control for S. nigra and C. monogyna respectively. 

Two sample T-tests revealed that shoot extension was significantly different for S. 

nigra at the 1% level (p=0.003) and C. monogyna at the 5% level (p=0.027). The 

results in Figure 3.4.a strongly suggest that motorway derived N is being diverted 

towards extra biomass production in trees at the motorway site. The difference 

between the sites is larger in S. nigra than in C. monogyna, reflecting the high 

ability of S. nigra to take up and assimilate N. Number of leaf nodes (Figure 

3.4.b) also appeared to be higher in trees at the motorway site although these 

differences were not significant
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Figure 3.4. Growth measurements for S. nigra and C. monogyna. 

Upper histogram (a): Shoot extension at the motorway and the 

control sites. Lower histogram (b): Number of new leaf nodes at 

the motorway and the control sites. Data points are the average of 

5 trees on which 15 branches were sampled. SE bars are shown. 

Measurements taken in September 2003. * = p<0.05%;

**=p<0.01%, ns = not significant.
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Growth in trees at the motorway site may explain why no significant differences 

were observed with respect to total N (Figure 3.3) since the accumulation of N in 

plant tissues is believed not to occur until the growth requirements for N have 

been satisfied (Lee et at., 1986; Zhen and Leigh, 1990). In other words, increased 

biomass production may dilute plant N content causing total N per unit of leaf to 

remain at a constant level. That trees experience enhanced growth (Figure 3.4) 

whilst showing no changes in total N per unit of leaf (Figure 3.3) seems to suggest 

that dilution of whole plant N content is occurring in trees at Mardley Heath.

3.2.5. Total phosphorus

Phosphorus is an essential plant nutrient that is mainly associated with the 

structural components of cells such as nucleic acids and phospholipids (de Groot 

et at., 2003). Atmospheric deposition of N can cause a reduction in total foliar P 

(Harrison, 1978). Reduction in total foliar P may occur as the result of (i) the 

stimulation of growth beyond the availability of soil P or (ii) due to acidification 

effects of N deposition which can decrease soil P by inhibiting P mineralization 

(Harrison, 1978), increasing the fixation of P to insoluble A1 and Fe (Harrison et 

at., 1988) and increasing the soil P sorption capacity (Carreira et at., 1997). 

Since the results in Figure 3.4 showed elevated tree growth was occurring at the 

motorway site relative to the control it may be predicted that total foliar P will 

decline as the result of stimulation of growth in excess of soil available P.
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Figure 3.5. Total foliar phosphorus in (a) S. nigra and (b) 

C. monogyna at the motorway (solid line) and the control 

site (dashed line). Sampling started on 27/06/02. Data 

points are the average of 3 replicates. SE bars are shown.
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Total foliar P concentrations in S. nigra are shown in Figure 3.5 (a). For S. nigra 

leaf P concentrations ranged from 0.36 to 0.90 mg P g dwt'1. Concentrations 

appear higher at the motorway than at the control site although this difference is 

not statistically significant. Figure 3.5 (b) shows the total foliar P concentrations 

for C. monogyna. Foliar P Concentrations for C. monogyna are similar to those of 

S. nigra, ranging from 0.35 to 1.06 mg P g dwt'1. Contrary to results for S. nigra, 

the concentrations of foliar P appear to be higher at the control site than at the 

motorway site. However, it should be noted that this difference is not statistically 

significant. Concentrations in both species decline towards the end of the season, 

most likely as the result of export of this essential nutrient for storage prior to leaf 

fall.

Whereas the total foliar P concentrations are quite similar between both species 

sampled, the total N concentrations showed much more variation between these 

two species (Figure 3.3.). As a result the foliar N:P ratios of these two species 

vary greatly (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1 Foliar N:P ratios in S. nigra and C. monogyna sampled in 2002

Day Number Foliar N:P ratios

S. nigra C. monogyna

Motorway Control Motorway Control

178 47.1 57.0 23.9 16.8

213 49.0 62.1 34.1 30.2

241 82.7 97.3 41.6 48.3

276 88.2 80.0 40.3 44.8
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Several workers have proposed the use of foliar N:P ratios as an alternative for 

using total N as a biomarker (Zinke, 1980; Mohren et al., 1986; Ericsson et al., 

1993).

For instance, following work on Picea abies, Ericsson et al. (1993) reported that 

an N:P ratio of 12.5-14 corresponded to N deposition effects. Similarly, Tessier 

and Raynal (2003) used thresholds of <14 for N limitation and >16 for P 

limitation to demonstrate that under story vegetation at Catskill Mountains was N 

saturated. In the UK, Kirkham (2001) found that N:P ratios of Nardus stricta 

correlated with N deposition and suggested that upland Calluna dominated 

regions are undergoing conversion from N limited to P-limited ecosystems.

The foliar N:P ratios presented in Table 3.1 are much higher than those quoted in 

the literature, perhaps because this work uses more nitrophilous species. It seems 

unlikely therefore that a single N:P threshold can be used for all species as a 

biomarker for N deposition. Seasonal changes appear to be large due to export of 

both of these nutrients at senescence, therefore if N:P ratios are used as 

biomarkers the time of year at which sampling takes place should be standardised.

The use of N:P ratios as biomarkers is based on the idea that with increased N 

deposition the N content of the plant will increase relative to other nutrients such 

as P. However, as Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.5 show, there were no significant 

effects of N deposition on either total N or total P and this may explain why the 

data in Table 3.1 do not show any consistent trends which may have indicated that 

they are a useful biomonitoring resource.
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3.2.6. Conclusions

The data shows significantly higher amounts of deposition at the motorway site 

relative to the control. Deposition within the woodland ranged from 14.8 to 40.7 

Kg N ha'1 yr'1. These values are in excess of the current critical loads set for UK 

woodlands thus indicating that there is the potential for N to be causing damage to 

under story vegetation throughout this site. The marked decline in N deposition 

along the transect, away from the motorway, confirms the hypothesis that the 

motorway is acting as a point source of atmospheric NOx. This gradient in 

pollution exposure along the transect is assumed to be a major factor when 

considering vegetation response along the transect

Traffic-derived N appears to be contributing to the N nutrition of the plants at the 

motorway site since the 15N data shows elevated 615N values relative to the 

control. Whether this N is entering the plant direcdy through the stomata or 

following deposition to the soil and uptake via the roots will be considered in later 

chapters. It appears that both S. nigra and C. monogyna may benefit from traffic- 

derived N deposition at the motorway site by increasing growth since branch 

elongation was significantly higher in both of these species at this site relative to 

the control. According to Nilsson (1986), a positive growth response to N 

additions indicates that the habitat is not N saturated. Therefore since both C. 

monogyna and the more nitrophilous S. nigra demonstrate this growth response it 

can be assumed that Mardley Heath is not N saturated.
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At the same time, it also appears that Mardley Heath is not nutrient limited since 

additions of N are only thought to stimulate growth when other nutrients are not 

limiting. Indeed total leaf P concentrations did not show any significant 

differences between the sites. Contrary to several other studies that have shown 

total N to be significantly affected by enhanced N deposition, the results presented 

in this chapter do not show any significant effects of N deposition on total N 

content. This may be because while the N content of the whole plant is elevated 

at the motorway site, total N per unit of leaf may remain fairly constant due to 

dilution by enhanced growth. The same may be true of total P which also may 

have been diluted by enhanced growth. This agrees with the finding of Schulze 

(1989) that trees respond to additions of N by increasing leaf biomass at a rate that 

holds the concentration of shoot N at a nearly constant level.

It can be concluded that in habitats such as this one where supply of nutrients does 

not restrict plant growth, foliar N, P and N:P ratios are not useful biomarkers of N 

deposition. It seems instead that 815N signatures and simple growth 

measurements may provide a better indication of the effect of N deposition on 

roadside vegetation. Although the 15N content of leaves is likely to be diluted by 

growth in a similar way to total N, the effect of motorway derived N still appears 

to be apparent
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CHAPTER 4

EFFECTS OF NITROGEN DEPOSITION 
ON TREE PHYSIOLOGY

4.1. Introduction

4.1.1. Atmospheric uptake of nitrogen by plants

Where trees are exposed to atmospheric NOx, this may be absorbed by the foliage. 

Uptake of NOx occurs predominantly via the stomata (Hanson and Lindberg, 

1991). Deposition of NO2 to trees is relatively simple to calculate as it based 

entirely on air NO2 concentrations and stomatal conductance (Fowler, 2002). NO 

release from nitrification and denitrification in soils also contributes to foliar 

uptake as NO reacts with O3 to give NO2 (Fowler, 2002). The uptake of NO2 has 

the effect of generating a net canopy compensation point above which there is a 

net NO2 emission from the canopy (Fowler, 2002).

Foliar entry may circumvent a plant’s regulatory control over root N uptake 

(Norby, 1989; Stulen et al., 1998). Once inside, NO2 dissolves in the apoplast to 

yield HNO2 and HNO3 which in turn dissociate to give NO3", NO2' and H+ all of 

which are able to permeate membranes but only two of which, NO3' and H+, are 

commonly present within cells (Welbum, 1990). It is supposed that plants can 

deal with such inputs by a combination of mechanisms, namely the inhibition of
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root uptake of N, storage of excess NO3 in the vacuole, release of NOx from the 

leaves and assimilation into proteins (Nishimura et al., 1986; Welbum, 1990; 

Soares et al. 1995).
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Figure 4.1. Main biochemical processes involved in the foliar uptake 

and assimilation of atmospheric NH3 and NOx. NR represents nitrate 

reductase, NiR represents nitrite reductase, GDH represents 

glutamate dehydrogenase, GOGAT represents glutamate synthase, 

GS1 and GS2 represent cytosolic and chloroplastic isoforms of 

glutamine synthetase respectively (adapted from Lea et al., 1994).
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4.1.2. Perturbation of metabolic processes

Since the uptake of foliar N bypasses the plant’s regulatory control over uptake 

(Norby, 1989), exposure to NOx can have important consequences for not only the 

uptake, transport and assimilation of N, but also for the many other biochemical 

processes that are linked with N metabolism.

4.1.2.1. C Metabolism

Metabolism of C and N are closely related since assimilation of NH3 into amino 

acids requires a supply of C skeletons. These skeletons are provided by the 

tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) and removed intermediates have to be replenished 

by increased activity of PEP carboxylase. N assimilation causes the diversion of C 

away from sucrose synthesis and towards amino acid synthesis (Raab and Terry, 

1995). NO3' itself may act as a signal molecule in this process bringing about the 

phosphorylation of two key enzymes, PEP carboxylase and sucrose-P synthase 

(Champigny and Foyer, 1992). Phosphorylation of PEP carboxylase increases 

activity and thus results in the replenishment of tricarboxylic acids that are 

necessary for N assimilation. Conversely, phosphorylation of sucrose-P synthase 

reduces activity of this enzyme thereby bringing about a reduction in sucrose 

synthesis (Champigny and Foyer, 1992).

Raab and Terry (1995) examined the effects of N pollution on the availability of 

non-structural carbohydrates. In their experiment N deposition caused the 

depletion of foliar starch, sucrose, maltose and glucose while stimulating
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glutamine production. It was also shown that excess N was able to increase the 

activities of some glycolytic/krebs cycle enzymes. Similarly, Grulke et aL (2001) 

discovered that the carbohydrate concentration of pine needles and the fine root 

monosaccharide concentrations were decreased in Pinus ponderosa at the most 

heavily polluted end of a pollution gradient.

4.1.2.2. Amino Acids

Increases in the amount of certain amino acids as the result of exposure to N 

deposition have been reported (VanDijk and Roelofs, 1988; Ericsson et al., 1993; 

Hun and Schulz, 1996; Calanni et al., 1999; Pitcairn et al., 2003). Proline, 

glutamic acid, aspartic acid and glutamine tissue pools have all been shown to 

increase in response to excess N deposition by these authors. However, the amino 

acid that is most frequently linked with N deposition is arginine. This is the only 

amino acid to have four N atoms within its structure and is considered to be the 

primary excess N binding substance (Calanni et al., 1999). Calanni et al. (1994) 

showed that levels of this amino acid in Picea englemanni needles were highly 

variable and corresponded to diurnal variations in atmospheric N deposition after 

a 4 (±2) hour time delay.

4.1.2.3. N transport in the xylem

Plants have the capacity to adjust root N uptake to meet the demands of the 

shoots. In an experiment conducted by Siebrect and Tischner (1999) using poplar 

{P. tremula x P. alba), it was shown that when the NO3" content of the rooting
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medium was increased above an optimum level this had no effect on the N status 

of the xylem exudates. This experiment demonstrates that this species has control 

over NO3' uptake and will not take up excessive amounts of this nutrient. 

Similarly Clement, Hopper and Jones (1978) stated that external soil NO3' 

concentrations above an optimal level have no effect on the relative growth rate. 

Plant growth requires not only N but a range of other mineral nutrients and 

therefore the amount of NO3' which constitutes this optimal level will largely 

depend on the availability of other essential nutrients. If atmospheric N is taken 

up via the leaves this may satisfy a proportion of the shoot’s N demands thus 

bringing about the down-regulation of root uptake. This idea is supported by the 

work of Nasholm (1998) who revealed low root uptake of NHU+ and NO3' in forest 

stands subject to high loads of N deposition.

Regulation of N uptake may occur by means of feedback mechanisms. For 

example shoots may export specific amino acids to the roots via the phloem in 

order to signal a change in shoot N demands (Muller and Touraine, 1992; Gessler 

et al., 1998a; Gessler et al., 1998b). Other likely candidates as N signalling 

molecules include malate and carbohydrates which may signal the C:N status of 

the shoot (Touraine et al., 1992; Rideout et a l, 1994; Soares et al., 1995; Pearson 

and Soares, 1998).

4.1.2.4. Nutrient status

Aside from being an important N transport molecule, NO3" also serves to balance 

charge equivalents within the xylem (Marschner, 1995). Decreased amounts of
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NO3" in the xylem as the result of atmospheric N inputs could mean that malate 

may be required as a counter ion in place of NCV (Ben-Zioni et al., 1971; Pearson 

and Soares, 1998). Given that NO3' uptake is closely related to uptake of other 

ions, a decrease in NO3" uptake may be accompanied by lower uptake of many 

other essential ions including the cations, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+ and the anions 

SO42', PO43 and C f (Gniazdowska et al., 1998; Siebrecht et al., 1999). Thus, 

exposure to N pollution can bring about symptoms characteristic of nutrient 

deficiencies. Nutrient deficiencies may also occur where additional N stimulates 

growth in excess of the supply of other soil nutrients. This situation may be 

exacerbated by low nutrient availability in N polluted soils due to soil 

acidification and leaching of NCV which both lead to a reduction in soil nutrients 

(Schulze, 1989).

4.1.2.5. Acid/base balance

Atmospheric uptake of N can have severe effects on the acid-base regulation of 

the plant (Raven, 1988). The effects are different for NH3 and NOx since the 

dissolution of NH3 in the apoplast it increases the pH whereas dissolution of NOx 

lowers the pH. Subsequent metabolism of these has the opposite effect with NOx 

assimilation producing basic OH* ions and NH3 assimilation producing acidic H+ 

ions. Thus assimilation of NR** usually occurs in roots where excess H+ can be 

disposed of by efflux to the soil (Raven, 1986). Shoot assimilation does not allow 

H+ to be disposed of in this way. It has been suggested that H+ ions resulting from 

atmospheric NH3 uptake are excreted into the apoplast thereby lowering the pH. 

Plants with higher capacities for foliar NCV assimilation may be better equipped
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to deal with shoot H+ since they generate more OH' , increasing H+ buffering 

capacity. Such plants may be more resistant to damage caused by atmospheric 

pollution (Pearson and Soares, 1995). Pearson and Soares (1995) found a positive 

correlation between leaf NR activity and foliar buffering capacity.

4.1.2.6. Seasonal Shifts

In natural systems, N availability typically varies throughout the year (Runge, 

1983). Generally plants adapt to this variable N supply by storing N during 

periods of ample availability for use during periods of intensive growth. In fact, 

most species show seasonal fluctuation in N storage compounds with high 

amounts during spring and autumn and low amounts in early summer. N 

deposition can alter the periodicity of N supply and therefore may alter the normal 

pattern of seasonal fluctuation so that high levels of storage compounds occur 

during periods of intensive growth (Nordin and Nasholm, 1997).

4.1.3. Alms and Objectives

This chapter aimed to partly fulfil the second objective of this thesis by 

investigating the effects of increased N deposition on tree physiology. Work was 

conducted on trees at the Mardley Heath field site. Tissue extract and xylem sap 

was analysed for a range of metabolites including NO3', amino acids, NH»+, 

soluble sugars and PO43' on a monthly basis during 2001 and 2002. From this 

work it was hoped to achieve a greater understanding of the effects of NOx 

deposition on sugar assimilation and PO43' transport, tissue NO3' content and N
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transport in the xylem. Sampling is carried out throughout the year in order to 

detect seasonal changes that occur with respect to these metabolites.

4.2. Results and Discussion 

4.2.1. Notes on data interpretation

It is important that the reader bears in mind the following facts when considering 

the results presented in this Chapter. Firstly, the tissue concentrations quoted 

herein represent concentrations in the whole leaf tissue and hence provide no 

information with respect to cytoplasmic and vacuolar concentrations. Secondly, 

xylem sap was sometimes difficult to obtain particularly from C. monogyna 

branches and so on some sampling occasions only a few pi could be collected thus 

allowing only a few biochemical analyses to be performed. Therefore, some of 

the data showing xylem sap analyses is either absent or is based upon only one or 

two replicates. Where this is the case however, it is noted in the figure legend. 

One last thing to note is that xylem sap concentrations may not represent actual 

flux to the leaf since transpiration flow and the supply to individual leaves have 

not been measured.

4.2.2. Nitrate concentrations in tissue and xylem sap

Tissue and xylem concentrations of NO3' in S. nigra plants during 2002 are shown 

in Figure 4.2. Concentrations in 2001 were measured and found to show a similar
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trend. Levels peak around day 100 (mid April) when concentrations at the 

motorway site were 2.73 mg NO3 g fwt' 1 and 0.23 mg NO3' ml"1 in tissue and 

xylem sap respectively. High amounts of NO3' around this time of year may be 

due to the high N requirement of developing leaves for growth (Gonzales-Real 

and Bailler, 2000). Spring increases in NO3' at this time of the year is likely to be 

provided from N mobilisation from other organs or enhanced uptake from the soil. 

Levels of soil nutrients are high in the early spring due to increased microbial 

activity around late winter or early spring (Fitter and Hay, 1991).

These early seasonal flushes in tissue and xylem NO3’ are followed by a sharp 

decline in concentrations. Tissue NCVconcentrations then proceed to increase 

steadily for the remainder of the growing season. However, the increase in tissue 

NO3' concentrations does not seem to be due to increased supply from the xylem, 

which remains fairly constant for the remainder of the season. Possible 

explanations for this increase are the accumulation of stored NO3 in the cell 

vacuole throughout the growing season (Gransted and Huffaker, 1982).
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Figure 4.2. Shoot S. nigra NO3’ concentrations in (a) leaf tissue and (b) 

xylem sap at the motorway (solid line) and the control site (dashed line) 

for 2002. Sampling commenced on 18/04/02 and ended on 03/10/02. 

Data points are the average of 3 replicates unless marked with a red 

circle, in which case only one replicate was obtained. SE bars are shown.



There are no significant differences between the tissue NO3' concentrations in S. 

nigra trees at the motorway and at the control site. As mentioned in Chapter 3, 

stimulated growth of trees at the motorway site may have diluted the amounts of 

foliar N compounds and thus may explain why no significant differences are 

found for the tissue NCV amounts reported here.

This lack of a significant effect of N deposition on NO3' concentrations concurs 

with the findings of other workers who have not found tissue NCV increases in 

response to atmospheric N uptake. For example using a labelling study on 

Phaseolus vulgaris, Rogers et a l  (1979) demonstrated that only 4% of foliar N 

was present as NCV, the majority being incorporated via the NR enzyme into 

proteins/nucleic acids (63%) or amino acids/amides (33%). Similarly, field 

observations of N polluted stands of Quereus robur did not show substantial 

changes in NCV concentrations in the leaves (Thomas and Buttner, 1998). 

According to Srivastava and Ormond (1989) changes in tissue NCV concentration 

in response to NOx exposure will depend on the supply of NO3' to the roots at the 

time of exposure.

In Chapter 3 the results revealed higher N deposition at the motorway site along 

with stimulated growth and a change in 815N signature which points towards the 

possibility of foliar uptake of traffic-derived N. Since plants are able to regulate 

root N uptake in accordance with shoot demands it may be predicted that if 

atmospheric deposition is being taken up by the foliage and acting as an additional 

N source, root N uptake will be down-regulated (Gessler et al., 1998b; Siebrect
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and Tischner, 1999). The results in Figure 4.2.b however show that xylem 

concentrations of NO3' are unaffected by proximity to the motorway. 

Nevertheless it should be noted that other N-containing metabolites can also 

transport N in the xylem and therefore while changes in NO3" concentrations have 

not been detected, the motorway may affect root-shoot transport of N via changes 

in other metabolites or through differences in xylem flow rates which were not 

measured in this study.

Concentrations of xylem and tissue NO3" in C. monogyna plants are shown in 

Figure 4.3. The xylem NO3' concentrations are very low perhaps suggesting that 

NO3" is not an important xylem N transport molecule for this species. Levels of 

tissue NO3' are also low with the exception of early in the growing season when 

levels are 1.11 and 1.25 mg NO3' g fwt' 1 at the motorway and the control sites 

respectively. Since NO3' concentrations in the xylem are very low it is unlikely 

that this early peak in tissue NO3' is provided via the xylem, that is unless a large 

influx occurred prior to the first sampling date. Other potential sources of early 

seasonal tissue NO3' include NO3" stored in buds over the winter or NO3' inputs 

via the phloem. When leaves are young they experience a phloem importing stage 

during which N that had been stored over winter is translocated to leaves 

(Marschner, 1995). The xylem becomes more important for supplying N when 

the leaves are fully expanded and the transpiration stream is well established 

(Marschner, 1995).
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Figure 4.3. Shoot C. monogyna NO3" concentrations in (a) leaf 

tissue and (b) xylem sap at the motorway (solid line) and the 

control site (dashed line) for 2002. Sampling commenced on 

18/04/02 and ended on 03/10/02. Data points are the average of 3 

replicates. SE bars are shown.
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It seems unlikely that N deposition will affect xylem NO3' concentrations as 

amounts are low suggesting that this is not an important xylem N transport 

molecule for C. monogyna. Indeed the results show little difference between 

xylem NO3' concentrations at the motorway and the control sites. Tissue 

concentrations also show no significant differences between the motorway and the 

control sites. However earlier results (3.2.2) did show the influence of traffic- 

derived N on the 8-15N signature and therefore the contribution of traffic-derived 

N to the N budget of this species. As discussed earlier this may be due to the 

incorporation of atmospheric N into amino acids and proteins rather than cellular 

NO3’ (Rogers et al., 1979), the dilution of N compounds by growth or 

alternatively may point towards deposition of traffic NOx to soil followed by root 

uptake and assimilation before transfer to the shoots as amino acids.

4.23. Other xylem N transport molecules -  amino acids and ammonium

The major N transport molecules in the xylem are ureides, amino acids and nitrate 

(Marschner, 1995; Parsons and Sunley, 2001).

4.2.3.1 Xylem ammonium

Seasonal data for NH4+ concentrations in the xylem sap of S. nigra and C. 

monogyna are shown in Figure 4.4. Concentrations are similar for both species 

ranging from 0 to 8.13 and 0 to 5.9 pg m l1 for S. nigra and C. monogyna 

respectively.
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Figure 4.4. N H / concentrations in xylem sap of (a) S. nigra and (b) C. 

monogyna at the motorway (solid line) and the control site (dashed line) 

for 2002. Sampling commenced on 18/04/02 and ended on 03/10/02. 

Data points are the average of 3 replicates unless marked with a red circle, 

in which case only one replicate was obtained. SE bars are shown.
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Since NH*+ is toxic at low concentrations and tends to be assimilated in the roots 

it is generally not found in the xylem (Raven, 1986). Figure 4.4 reveals low 

amounts of xylem N H / for both species and no consistent trend in the seasonal 

profile. This indicates that this molecule is not important in xylem N transport for 

either species.

4.2.3.2. Xylem amino acids

Concentrations of xylem amino acids in S. nigra and C. monogyna are shown in 

Figure 4.5. Amino acids are important N transport molecules in the xylem, the 

most common being asparagine, glutamine, aspartate and glutamate (Marschner, 

1995). Similar concentrations of amino acids are found in the xylem of both 

species indicating that root uptake and assimilation is occurring in both tree 

species. Xylem amino acid concentrations range from 0.71 to 9.14 pmol ml"1 in S. 

nigra and from 0.00 to 3.41 pmol ml' 1 in C. monogyna.

Interestingly, springtime concentrations are increased dramatically in S. nigra 

individuals at the control site only. This difference however is insignificant 

perhaps due to the small sample numbers. The spring increase in S. nigra is likely 

to be due to the greater availability of soil nutrients in combination with enhanced 

N demands from shoots. What is surprising however is the fact that 

concentrations at the motorway site do not show this springtime flush. It is 

proposed that xylem flux to the shoots is reduced at the motorway site because a 

proportion of the S. nigra's shoot N requirements are satisfied by foliar uptake of 

atmospheric traffic-derived NOx.
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Figure 4.5. Amino acid concentrations in xylem sap of (a) S. nigra and 

(b) C. monogyna at the motorway (solid line) and the control site (dashed 

line) in 2002. Sampling commenced on 18/04/02 and ended on 03/10/02. 

Data points are the average of 3 replicates unless marked with a red 

circle, in which case only one replicate was obtained. SE bars arc shown.
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Concentrations of amino acids in C. monogyna show no seasonal trends, 

indicative of a constant supply of amino acids to the shoots by the xylem 

throughout the growing season. There are no significant effects of the motorway 

on xylem amino acid concentrations showing that traffic-derived N is neither 

inhibiting nor enhancing N uptake as amino acids in C. monogyna trees at the 

motorway site.

4.2.4. Tissue amino acid concentrations

Tissue amino acid concentrations are presented in Figure 4.6. Tissue 

concentrations of amino acids remain at similar concentrations in both species 

until late in the season when concentrations are higher in S. nigra leaves. Late in 

the season there is an increase in tissue amino acid concentrations in both species 

and this is probably caused by the dismantling of proteins prior to leaf fall. At 

senescence there is a massive mobilization of nutrients from obsolete leaves to 

newly developing and storage parts of the plant such as perennial woody tissues 

(Temperton et al., 2003). Since N is an essential often growth limiting element 

leaves have a high efficiency of N removal (>65%) at senescence (Marschner, 

1995). The majority of redistributed N arises from the enzymatic degradation of 

chloroplast proteins such as rubisco (Hortensteiner and Feller, 2002). These are 

broken down by peptide hydrolases into amino acids which, following the 

metabolic interconversion of breakdown products and are eventually exported 

from the leaf via the phloem (Hortensteiner and Feller, 2002).
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High autumnal amino acid concentrations in S. nigra relative to C .mongyna can 

be attributed to the relatively high levels of total N in this species (Section 3.2.3). 

Total N concentrations in S. nigra were seen to decline towards the end of the 

growing season (Figure 3.3). This decline is probably due to degradation and 

export of N and can be related to the high levels of amino acids that are observed 

in Figure 4.6.a. The amino acids that are most likely to be responsible for this rise 

are glutamine and asparagine which are common mobile forms of N (Marschner, 

1995).

According to the literature, N deposition causes increases in several amino acids, 

in particular N-rich arginine (VanDijk and Roelofs, 1988; Ericsson et al., 1993; 

Hun and Schulz, 1996; Calanni et al., 1999; Pitcairn et al., 2003). Differences 

between the motorway and the control site however are not apparent in S. nigra 

data (Figure 4.6.a). However, it should be remembered that data presented here is 

a measurement of the total pool of amino acids and therefore changes in the 

relative abundance of specific amino acids may be occurring undetected.

In C. monogyna however there appear to be differences between the two sites with 

respect to tissue amino acids concentrations. From May onwards the tissue 

concentrations in individuals at the control site are seen to increase at a higher rate 

than those at the motorway site. This difference was shown to be significant from 

day 179 onwards at the 5% level (p= 0.034).
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Figure 4.6. Amino acid concentrations in leaf tissue of (a) S. nigra 

and (b) C. monogyna at the motorway (solid line) and the control site 

(dashed line) in 2002. Sampling commenced on 18/04/02 and ended 

on 03/10/02. Data points are the average of 3. SE bars are shown 

Note the very different y-axis scales on these two graphs.
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As mentioned previously, increases in tissue amino acid concentrations are often 

associated with preparation for senescence as cellular proteins are broken down 

into their constituent components in preparation for export from the leaf prior to 

leaf fall. Thus, increases in amino acids at the control site occurring earlier in the 

year than at the control site may indicate perhaps that senescence is somehow 

being delayed at the motorway site. Although senescence operates under the 

active control of genes it is modified by environmental signals (Gan and Amasino, 

1997). Environmental differences between the sites such as supply of N or other 

factors such as CO2 concentrations or temperature may have affected the onset of 

senescence so that the associated physiological changes occur at a later date at the 

motorway site. Indeed N deposition has been shown to increase concentrations of 

the plant hormone, cytokinin (Collier et al., 2003), which plays an important role 

in delaying leaf senescence. Cytokinins are rapidly metabolized by cells (Nooden 

and Letham, 1986) and a continuous supply is necessary to prevent the onset of 

senescence (Marschner, 1995). Increased N deposition at the motorway site may 

therefore be delaying senescence in C. monogyna trees at this site.

4.2.5. Tissue Sugar Concentrations

Enhanced N assimilation occurring as the result of N deposition has previously 

been shown to decrease sugar concentrations (Raab and Terry, 1995; Grulke et 

al., 2001). The effect of N deposition on sugar content is not apparent in this 

study since no significant differences were detected between the two sites (Figure 

4.7). There is however marked seasonal variation in the sugar concentrations over 

the year. S. nigra shows a decline in concentrations following an initial mid-April
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peak of 32.10 mg sugar g fwt' 1 (motorway) and 31.34 mg sugar g fwt"1 (control). 

This decline is most likely due to a reduction in photosynthesis. Diminished sugar 

concentrations as the result of a decreased photosynthesis lead to the activation of 

thylakoid breakdown in preparation for senescence (Buchanan-Wollaston, 1997). 

Thylakoid membranes consist mainly of lipids which are converted into mobile 

sugars through the glyoxylate cycle. This may coincide with the second peak in 

tissue sugar concentrations in S. nigra leaves. By the final sampling day on 

03/10/02 sugar concentrations have dropped further most likely because the 

export of readily mobile sugars from the leaves at senescence has already begun to 

occur.

In C. monogyna sugar concentrations remain fairly constant at the start of the year 

before rising, most likely as the result of lipid degradation, and then declining 

sharply prior to leaf drop. Although not significantly different, it appears that 

concentrations fall more sharply at the control site compared with the motorway 

site which fits with the idea mentioned previously of delayed senescence 

occurring at the motorway site.
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Figure 4.7. Soluble sugar concentrations in leaf tissue of (a) S. nigra 

and (b) C. monogyna at the motorway (solid line) and the control site 

(dashed line) in 2002. Sampling commenced on 18/04/02 and ended 

on 03/10/02. Data points are the average of 3 replicates. SE bars are 

shown.
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4.2.6. Xylem phosphate concentrations

Xylem PO43 concentrations for S. nigra are shown in Figure 4.8. Insufficient sap 

collection for C. monogyna meant that analysis of xylem PO43' amounts was not 

performed for this species. Concentrations in S. nigra are highly variable 

throughout the year and may be related to day-to-day changes in PO43' uptake 

rather than a seasonal trend however amounts do appear to be slightly higher 

towards the start of the season, perhaps corresponding to high nutrient 

requirement of newly formed, developing leaves.
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Figure 4.8. Phosphate concentrations in the xylem sap of S. nigra 

trees at the motorway (solid line) and the control site (dashed line) 

in 2002. Sampling commenced on 18/04/02 and ended on 

03/10/02. Data points are the average of 3 replicates SE bars are 

shown.
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Differences in concentrations although not significant appear to be higher at the 

control site. It has been suggested that P043' might be used as a counter ion to 

maintain charge balance in the xylem when NO3' uptake is restricted, perhaps as 

the result of N pollution (Chapin et al., 1986; Schulze, 1989). The results in 

Figure 4.8 would fit well with this hypothesis if it were not for the fact that NO3 

concentrations in the xylem of S. nigra remain unaffected by site differences 

(Figure 4.2.b). A further explanation is a reduction in soil P availability at the 

motorway site as the result of N additions (Harrison, 1978, Harrison et al., 1988; 

Carreira et al., 1997). However, although results in Figure 4.8 may indicate 

enhanced P043' uptake at the control site, tissue total P concentrations remain 

unaffected by site differences (Section 3.2.5).

4.2.7. Conclusions

It is important to investigate the effects of N deposition on physiological 

processes since these may occur prior to the more outwardly visible effects such 

as injury symptoms and changes in species diversity (Jung et al., 1997). Increased 

knowledge in this topic may allow physiological changes to be used to monitor 

the health of vegetation and identify habitats at risk. Results in chapter 3 pointed 

towards enhanced deposition of N and foliar uptake by roadside trees. The central 

aim of this chapter was to follow on from this work by investigating how this 

traffic-derived N impinges on plant metabolic processes. As well as investigating 

concentrations of N compounds in the leaves and xylem sap of trees we have also 

measured tissue sugar concentrations and xylem P043 concentrations as these 

have previously been reported to be affected by N deposition.
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S. nigra is a highly nitrophilous pioneer species (Clough, 1993) and as might be 

expected high amounts of NO3' were observed in both the tissue and the xylem of 

these trees with concentrations peaking during spring. Atmospheric inputs have 

no effect on xylem NO3' although xylem amino acids are higher at the control site 

than at the motorway site during springtime. It is possible that N transfer from the 

roots to the shoots is decreased at the motorway site because the N demands of the 

shoot are being satisfied by atmospheric contributions from the traffic. The 

motorway however appears to have no effect on the amount of soluble sugars in 

the leaves. Phosphate concentrations in the xylem do appear to be affected by 

proximity to the road with increased amounts of this nutrient in the xylem of trees 

at the control site. This however does not fit with the results in chapter 3 that 

showed total P to be unaffected by the motorway (Section 3.2.5).

The physiological changes associated with senescence of S. nigra occur before the 

outwardly visible signs of leaf yellowing. Senescence seems to be initiated early 

in the season by a decline in sugar concentration perhaps as the result of reduced 

photosynthesis. Sugar levels are then seen to increase, possibly due to the 

degradation of thylakoid lipid membranes. By the last sampling date, at the 

beginning of October, sugar levels have dropped significantly whereas 

concentrations of tissue amino acids have increased 3 fold, most likely as the 

result of degradation of proteins. In addition to N storage as protein, this 

nitrophilous pioneer stores a proportion of N as NO3', most likely in the vacuole. 

Cellular concentrations of NO3" were seen to increase throughout the growing 

season.
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C. monogyna conversely, exhibits less nitrophilous behaviour than S. nigra since 

amounts of tissue and xylem NO3' are lower. Levels of tissue NO3" peak early in 

the growing season, around mid-April. These high concentrations may occur as 

the result of (i) inputs from the phloem in the early stages of leaf development (ii) 

NO3' storage in buds (iii) as the result of influx from the xylem prior to the first 

sampling date. As xylem NO3' concentrations are low it is proposed that this 

species relies mainly on amino acids for transport of N from the roots to the 

shoots. Xylem amino acid concentrations remain at a constant level in the xylem 

throughout the year. This, in combination with the low levels of tissue NO3', 

indicates that this species relies mainly on N assimilation in the roots. Senescence 

is characterised by a steady increase in tissue amino acid concentrations as well as 

a late seasonal decline in soluble sugar concentrations. These changes appeared 

more slowly at the motorway site suggesting that perhaps proximity to the 

motorway is influencing the onset of senescence.

Despite results in Chapter 3 pointing towards the contribution of traffic-derived N 

to foliage this Chapter has shown few effects of NOx deposition on tree 

physiology. The elevated growth at this site, as demonstrated in Section 3.2.4 

may be partly responsible for the lack of differences between the two sites since 

growth can have a diluting effect, causing metabolite pools to remain at a nearly 

constant level. However, the fact that few physiological effects of N deposition 

were observed does not mean that trees are unaffected by traffic emissions 

throughout the UK since extrapolation from a single field experiment at a specific 

site to the wider countryside can raise significant problems. For example, the 

response of trees to N deposition at Mardley heath which is a lowland deciduous
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woodland in the S.E. of England may not be applicable to a woodland in the N.W. 

of England where soils are more likely to be nutrient limited due to the poor 

nutrient status of the soils.
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CHAPTER 5

NITRATE REDUCTASE ACTIVITY AS A 

BIOMARKER FOR NITROGEN DEPOSITION

5.1. Introduction

5.1.1. Nitrate Reductase biochemistry

The cloning of the NR gene by Campbell and Kinghom (1990) has led to a wealth 

of information regarding the structure and regulation of this cytosolic enzyme (for 

a recent review see Kaiser and Huber, 2001). NR is a homodimeric enzyme made 

up of two identical NR proteins that function separately in the reduction of NO3' 

(Marschner, 1995). A second more controversial function of NR may be the 

reduction of NO2" to NO (Yamasaki and Sakihama, 2000), but the importance of 

this activity is relatively small when compared to NO3 reduction (approximately 

1% of total NR reactions) (Kaiser and Huber, 2001).

The NR protein is approximately 900 amino acids in length and weighs around 

lOOkD. The enzyme has two active sites -  the electron donor site and the electron 

acceptor site. At the donor site NAD(P)H donates electrons to FAD. The 

electrons are transferred via the heme-Fe to molybdate at the acceptor site. It is at 

the acceptor site where NO3" is reduced to NO2 . The enzyme has two-site ping-
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pong (oxidized-reduced) steady state kinetics. The basic structure of NR protein 

is shown in Figure 5.1.

N O ^  NOa NAD(P)+ ^ A D (P )H

N — | M oCo Ij f F T H  FAD h e
S e r-5 4 3

Figure 5.1. Model of the basic NR structure. The N and C terminals 

are labelled and designated N and C respectively. The enzyme 

consists of three different functional and structural domains, which 

are connected by two hinge regions. The serine-543 phosphorylation 

site is located in hinge- 1 and three co-factor regions are shown within 

the structure. (Modified from Campbell, 1996)

Due to the toxic nature of NO2", the reduction of NO3' by NR is under strict 

regulation. Control is complex and is achieved by manipulation of gene 

expression, enzyme activity and protein degradation. Gene expression is strongly 

influenced by NO3" availability with transcription occurring soon after application 

of NO3" to the rooting medium (Solomonson and Barber, 1990).

Regulation of catalytic activity involves the phosphorylation and subsequent 

binding of a 14-3-3 protein. As a result NR is found to exist in 3 states (Kaiser and 

Huber, 2001):
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1. Active free NR

2. Active phosphorylated NR (pNR)

3. Inactive pNR: 14-3-3 complex

Two amino acids that are vitally important to this mechanism are serine 543 and 

arginine 540. Arginine 540 allows ATP to recognise and bind to the enzyme 

thereby allowing the phosphorylation of serine 543. Once phosphorylated, 14-3-3 

proteins may bind with NR to form the inactive complex. It has been proposed 

that inactivation may occur by a change in NR conformation that interrupts 

electron transport along the enzyme (Kaiser and Huber, 2001)

The signals for NR degradation are the topic of much ongoing research. It has 

been established that sugar content plays some role in NR degradation (Cotelle et 

al., 2000). High sugar concentrations promote expression of the NR gene, block 

protein kinases and prohibit degradation, the end result being an increase in the 

amount of active NR (Kaiser and Huber, 2001). It is the inactive form of NR 

(bound to 14-3-3s), rather than the free active NR that is believed to be 

susceptible to degradation (Kaiser and Huber, 2001). This idea was supported by 

an experiment that showed NR protein was more stable when activated (Kaiser et 

al., 1999). Some confusion still exists regarding the mechanism since Cotelle 

(1999) showed that in sugar-starved plants not only was degradation increased but 

binding of the 14-3-3 proteins was inhibited. This seems to imply that it is not the 

inactive 14-3-3 bound NR that is degraded. To explain this Kaiser and Huber 

(2001) have proposed that NR degradation may occur by two different proteases. 

These authors suggest that one protease is active and acts by slowly degrading
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inactive pNR: 14-3-3 complex whereas another less specific protease is 

responsible for the breakdown of free NR during sugar starvation.

5.1.2. Effects of the environment on NR activity

N assimilation and NR activity are closely linked to soil NO3 availability with 

NR being induced by the addition of NO3' to N-starved plants within a few hours 

(Oaks et al., 1972). However, the requirement of C skeletons for amino acid 

synthesis means that N assimilation needs not only to be closely linked to NO3' 

availability but also photosynthesis (Marschner, 1995). Field and Mooney (1986) 

showed that photosynthesis rates were directly proportional to leaf N content In 

order to coordinate NO3' reduction with other physiological processes such as 

photosynthesis plants rely on both environmental and physiological factors to 

modify NR activity. Environmental factors including light, temperature, drought, 

time of day as well as internal physiological factors such as hormones, 

carbohydrates, amino acids, urea, ammonia and leaf water potential have all been 

reported to act as signals for the modification of NR activity (Haynes and Goh, 

1978; Beevers and Hageman, 1983; Oaks, 1991; Collier et al., 2003).

As a result of such signals, NR activity exhibits both diurnal and seasonal rhythms 

(Clough, 1993; Man et al., 1999). In most plants NR activity increases from 

dawn, peaks at around midday and then falls as dusk approaches (Bowsher, 1991). 

Diurnal activity does not always correlate with the amounts of NR mRNA 

suggesting that post-translational control, as opposed to transcriptional control 

mechanisms are operating (Hufton et al., 1996). Seasonal changes in NR mean
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that maximal enzyme activities might only occur at a certain time of year. For 

example, depending on the species, NR activities may be highest in the spring 

coinciding with bud break or late in the season, just prior to leaf senescence 

(Clough et al., 1989; Pearson et al., 1989; Clough, 1993).

5.1.3. Effects of foliar deposited N on NR activity

Atmospheric NO2 may enter leaves where it dissolves in the aqueous apoplastic 

solution to form NO2 and NO3' which may then be transported into cells 

(Wellbum, 1990) (Chapter 4, Figure 4.1). Since the supply of NO3 is thought to 

be the most important factor affecting NR activity (Solomonson and Barber, 

1990) atmospheric uptake of NO2 and subsequent conversion to NO3' may well 

stimulate activity of this enzyme. The induction of NR by gaseous NO2 was first 

shown by Zeevaart (1974) using peas {Pisum sativum L. c.v. Rondo). Enhanced 

activity was detected within 10 minutes of fumigation demonstrating the quick 

response of enzyme activity to enhanced substrate availability. Since this work, 

the induction of NR activity following NO2 exposure has been shown in a range 

of species (Wingsle et al., 1987; Theone et al., 1991; Morgan et al., 1992; Hur 

and Wellbum, 1994; Srivastava et al., 1994). Conversely, Morgan et al. (1992) 

showed that NO fumigation (as opposed to NO2 fumigation) caused a rapid 

decrease in NR activities in bryophytes.

With regards to wet deposition there is some debate as to whether or not NO3' 

deposited to leaf surfaces can enter plants without first being washed to the soil 

and taken up by the roots (Wellbum, 1990). For instance Norby (1989)
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demonstrated the induction of NR in Picea rubens trees following fumigation but 

was unable to show the same effect following NO3' misting events. Such work 

suggests that foliar deposited NO3’ is unable to access cells. Indeed Wolfenden 

and Wellbum (1986) reported that while sulphate in rain droplets will 

significantly increase the amount of intracellular sulphate the same effect is not 

apparent with NO3 ' rain droplets. On the other side of the argument there are 

several reports of wet deposition entering leaves and stimulating foliar NR 

activity (Jacobsen et al., 1989, L’Hirondelle et al., 1992, Pearson and Soares

1995). However in misting experiments it is often difficult to guard against 

increased N supply to the root. It may be the case that wet deposition can be 

taken up by leaves but the effects are slower than with dry deposition. For 

example, in a study where both labelled 15NC>3' and 15N02 were supplied to 

leaves, the distribution of the label within the plants was identical but it took 

significantly longer for the wet deposited 15NCV to be imported into the 

mesophyll compared to the dry deposited 15NC>2 (Oghogharie and Pate, 1972).

The induction of NR following foliar N application may be a species dependent 

phenomenon (Morgan et al., 1992; Pearson and Soares, 1995). It has been 

demonstrated that NR is more readily induced in nitrophilous pioneer species than 

it is in climax species (Pearson and Soares, 1995). Nitrophilous species are 

characterised by a high foliar N content and NR activity (see Chapter 1, Section

1.4.1.).

It is important to note that the stimulation of NR activity by foliar N feeding may 

only be a transient response. For example, NR activity of Picea abies trees were
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3 times higher than the untreated controls following a 24 hour exposure to 60 nl I' 1 

NO2 but when the experiment was allowed to continue for 3 days, enzyme activity 

declined to the level of the controls. Changes in NO3' transport induced by 

fumigation may be responsible for the transient nature of NO2 enhanced NR 

activity (Theone et al., 1991). Again, whether elevated N supply to the leaves is 

shown to have a transient or a sustained effect on NR may be related to which 

plant species is tested. Therefore, while stimulation of NR by foliar supplied N 

has been demonstrated to be a transient phenomenon in the coniferous species, 

Picea abies (Theone et al., 1991), Picea rubens and Pinus sylvestris (Wingsle et 

al., 1987) this may not be the case with all species.

5.1.4. Aims and Objectives

Results in Chapter 3 suggested that the assimilation of traffic-derived N was 

occurring in trees at the motorway site. This Chapter aimed to follow on from this 

work by looking at the effects of N deposition on foliar NR activities at Mardley 

Heath. Stimulation of foliar NR activity at the motorway site was used to infer 

the uptake pathway of the traffic-derived N i.e. whether it was being taken up 

directly by the leaves or by the roots following deposition. This Chapter thus 

aims to partly fulfil the second aim as set out in chapter 1 (Section 1.9), to 

investigate the effects of increased N deposition on foliar uptake and tree 

physiology. Another aim of this Chapter was to assess the potential of using NR 

as a biomarker for N deposition. Measurements of NR activity may offer a useful 

biomonitoring technique for NOx deposition since this enzyme is common to all
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higher plants, substrate inducible, easily assayed and is the rate limiting step in the 

assimilation of NO3’ (Guerro et al., 1981).

5.2. Results and discussion

5.2.1. Comparison between foliar NR activities of different species

All species assayed possessed readily detectable leaf NR activities in the Held 

(Figure 5.2). However it is clear that there was much variation between species 

with respect to NR activity. NR activity in the four woody species analysed was 

in the following order:

S. nigra > B. pubescens > C. monogyna > Quercus spp

The highest rates of leaf NO3 reduction were observed in S. nigra and B. 

pubescens. These are pioneer species that are characteristic of the early stages of 

forest growth. High foliar NR activity observed in this species is in agreement 

with the findings of many other workers who have reported a preference for NO3' 

uptake and foliar assimilation in pioneers (Smirnoff et al., 1984; Clough et al., 

1989; Clough, 1993, Pearson and Soares, 1995).
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Figure 5.2. Foliar NR activity of (a) S. nigra (b) C. monogyna (c) B. 

pubescens and (d) Quercus spp. Results are the amalgamation of 1 year 

sampling for B. pubescens and Quercus spp. and the amalgamation of 3 years 

sampling for S. nigra and C. monogyna. The red spots represent the mean 

values and the horizontal lines within the boxes represent the median values. 

Outliers are represented by an * . Note the differences in the NR activity 

scales shown.
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It is generally accepted that climax species have a lower capacity for foliar NO3’ 

assimilation, as demonstrated by low foliar NR activities (Clough, 1993). In 

fitting with this idea, the average NR activity of Quercus spp. leaves was 0.2 pmol 

NO2’ hr"1 g fwt'1, around 10 times lower than that of S. nigra which had an 

average of 1.84 pmol NO2" hr' 1 g fwt'1. C. monogyna is considered an 

intermediate species in terms of climax and pioneer characteristics and in 

accordance with this idea had an intermediate value with an average NR activity 

of 0.63 pmol NO2 hr' 1 g fwt'1.

5.2.2. Effect of the motorway on N R  activity

Figure 5.2 shows that there is a tendency for higher average NR activities at the 

motorway site compared to the control. Since NR is substrate inducible this might 

indicate higher NO3' availability at this site.

The substrate for foliar NR enzyme, NO3', may originate from root uptake, 

redistribution within the plant or uptake of atmospheric N. Internal supply of 

NO3’ to the leaves was investigated by assaying the xylem sap of the trees (section

4.2.1). There was no significant difference between the sites with respect to NO3' 

concentrations in xylem sap. This indicates that differences in root-shoot transfer 

are not responsible for the observed differences in foliar NR activity however it is 

important to note the rate of xylem flux (transpiration) was not measured and 

therefore our measurements of xylem sap NO3' may not accurately represent NO3' 

supply to the shoots.
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activity at the polluted and control sites (pmol NCV hr'1 g fwt"1).
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N 0X produced by cars travelling on the road will be quickly deposited in the 

downwind environment mainly as NO2 (The Air Quality Strategy). Therefore, 

trees at our motorway site may be exposed to elevated levels of dry deposition in 

the form of NO2 and NO. Indeed the results in section 3.2.1 showed elevated NO2 

deposition downwind of the motorway. This N may be being taken up by 

vegetation either directly through the stomata (Hanson and Lindberg, 1991) 

(section 4.1) or following deposition to soils and uptake via the roots (Wellbum, 

1990). In either case, traffic derived N may become substrate for NR enzyme.

The data in Figure 5.2 shows that in all species sampled, average NR activity was 

higher at the polluted site relative to the control. Although this difference was 

insignificant for most species, when considered in conjunction with the 515N data 

(section 3.2.2.) it may point towards plants at the contribution of motorway 

derived N to plant nutrition. S. nigra is the only species that exhibits a significant 

difference between the NR activities at the two sites (p=0.020). As a pioneer, S. 

nigra may have a greater capacity to stimulate NR activity allowing the plant to 

utilise or ‘mop-up’ atmospheric N.

The NR activity data was considered in conjunction with wind direction (Figure 

5.3). Wind direction may affect the difference between the NR activities at the 

two sites either by altering the supply of atmospheric NOx from the traffic to the 

trees. Figure 5.3 shows the difference between NR activities of S. nigra and C. 

monogyna at the motorway and the control sites. Where values are positive (i.e. 

data points are outside of the red circle) this represents higher activities at the 

motorway site relative to the control. In Figure 5.3.a most of the points are
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outside of the red circle, showing a tendency for foliar NR activities to be higher 

in S. nigra individuals located next to the motorway than at the control site. 

Results for C. monogyna in Figure 5.3.b show roughly equal numbers of points 

inside and outside of the circle again demonstrating the fact that there is little 

differences in NR activity at the two sites for this species. While Figure 5.3 does 

demonstrate the prevalence of a south westerly wind at this site it does not provide 

much information regarding the impact of wind-direction on NR activity since 

unequal sample numbers make comparisons difficult.

Although wind strength was not accounted for in this analysis this too may have 

had some bearing on the difference in NR activities between the sites, perhaps by 

affecting the supply of gaseous N to the leaves. In high wind speeds, traffic 

derived atmospheric N may have been transported further distances, leading to 

greater NR activity at the control site and consequently lower differences between 

the sites. On calm days on the other hand, trees at the control site will receive less 

traffic derived NOx although trees at the motorway site will still receive this 

gaseous N due to turbulent air flows caused by the passing traffic.

5.2.3. Seasonal trends in NR activity

It is important to note that the results presented in Figure 5.2. are the 

amalgamation of measurements of NR activity made over several years. While 

this has the advantage of smoothing variation, emphasising general mean values 

as well as stressing the range of activities it fails to account for seasonal variations 

in NR activity which can be large and significant (Clough, 1993).
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The seasonal profiles of NR activity in S. nigra leaves activity during 2001 and 

2002 are shown in Figure 5.4. NR activity was observed to increase rapidly 

following bud-opening reaching a peak in late May (day 143). Activity then 

decreases during the growing season before rising again in autumn. The decline 

in NR activity throughout the growing season is likely to be due to changes in 

foliar NO3' concentrations within the plant (Section 4.2.2.) since the level of 

enzyme activity is a function of NO3' concentration (Solomon and Barber, 1990).

Hie NR activity peak during early May corresponds to a period when S. nigra was 

one of the few woody plants in leaf. NO3' reduction is closely linked to 

photosynthetic activity and supply of fixed C (Section 5.1.2), so this early spring 

flush could be due to high light availability in the absence of the tall tree leaf 

canopy. High NR activity around day 140 could also be related to increased N 

availability in the soil. In temperate zones there is often a peak in microbial 

activity around late winter or early spring (Fitter and Hay, 1991). This leads to 

flushes of soil NO3' and N H / which may stimulate NR activity during the spring.

Other factors that may be involved with the spring flush of NR activ ity  are leaf 

age and remobilisation of stored N. It is generally accepted that NR activity is 

highest in young, actively growing tissues such as those sampled during the 

springtime (Kenis et al., 1992; Gonzales-Real and Bailler, 2000).
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Figure 5.4. Seasonal profiles of NR activity in S. nigra foliage 

during (a) 2001 and (b) 2002 at the motorway (solid line) and 

the control site (dashed line). Data points are the average of 3 

replicates. SE bars are shown. Sampling commenced on 

17.05.01 and 18.04.02.
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In an effort to conserve N, many plants store N in woody tissues before leaf fall. 

This N is remobilised in the spring and can account for up to 40% of the total 

plant N (Stephens et al., 2001). Therefore, the observed spring peak in NR 

activities in the leaves of S. nigra may be caused by a combination of factors, that 

is to say, high light availability, an increase in soil NO3", the induction of NR in 

young tissues and the remobilisation of stored N. Diurnal changes are not a factor 

in these results because sampling was always conducted at the same time of day.

C. monogyna also exhibited marked seasonal variations in terms of leaf NR 

activity (Figure 5.5.). The seasonal profile was quite different from that observed 

for S. nigra (Figure 5.4.). In C. monogyna relatively low levels of NR activity 

were observed in leaves until near the onset of autumn.

Pearson et a l, (1989) outline three possible causes of late seasonal increases in 

NR activity namely an increase in flux of NO3' from the root to the shoot, the 

release of vacuolar stored NO3 and the removal of an end product inhibitor. The 

first hypothesis does not seem likely as neither tissue nor xylem NO3' 

concentrations showed no late seasonal increases (Section 4.2.2). Although it 

should be remembered that actual fluxes to the leaves were not measured. It is not 

possible to comment on the second hypothesis since this work did not encompass 

separate measurements of vacuolar and cytoplasmic NCV. A further possible 

explanation for late seasonal increases in NR activity may reflect another function 

of the enzyme, that of NO generation (Yamasakia and Sakihama, 2000) since 

increases in NO may be involved in triggering senescence (Pedroso et al., 2000).
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Figure 5.5. Seasonal profiles of NR activity in C. monogyna foliage 

during (a) 2001 and (b) 2002 at the motorway (solid line) and the 
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5.2.4. In vivo NR assay method - plus or minus K N O 3

In most trials where NR activity has been assayed in vivo, the assay is performed 

using a medium containing an excess of KNO3 (+KNO3 assay). NR activity is 

then measured by examining the amount of NO2’ that is produced during 

incubation. However, according to certain authors, in situ NR activity is most 

closely approximated by an assay without exogenous NCV (-KNO3 assay) 

(Andrews, 1986; Thomas and Hilker, 2000). In order to investigate this whether 

this -KNO3 method has added potential over the +KNO3 method S. nigra leaves 

collected from the both motorway and the control sites were examined for NR 

activity using the two types of assay i.e. one using an assay medium containing 

KNO3 substrate (+KNO3) and one that did not (-KNO3). This comparison 

measures to what extent the tissue nitrate pools are limiting the NR activity and 

may provide a more appropriate bioassay for atmospheric N deposition by 

providing a direct link between these two physiological parameters.

Five individual trees of each species were sampled at each site. One leaf from 

each tree was used to provide material for one of each assay mediums in order to 

reduce variation due to tree and leaf differences. For the -KNO3 assay the rate of 

production of NO2’ is dependent on two factors, namely the activity of the enzyme 

and the amount of NO3' substrate within the tissue. The +KNO3 assay however 

will only be dependent on the activity of the enzyme since the assay medium is 

saturated with KNO3 and all other substrates for the reaction are supplied in 

excess. The results of these two types of NR assay are shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6. S. nigra foliar NR activity. Assay carried out with and 

without additions of KN03 to the assay medium. Data points are 

averages of 5 replicates. SE bars are shown. Sampling took place 

mid- July.

Differences between the +KNO3 and -KNO 3 are likely to be due to lower 

amounts of NO3' in the -KNO 3 assays and therefore the production of NO2' by 

NR is less than when the assay is performed with the addition of KNO3 substrate. 

The -KNO 3 assay results at both sites exhibit much more variation than the 

+KNO3 assays. Enhanced variation is probably the result of the extra variable in
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the experimental conditions introduced in the -KNO3 assay, namely the amount of 

substrate in the tissue.

The results from the +KNO3 assay alone seem to show higher activities at the 

motorway site than when NO3' is not limiting. Small sample numbers may 

explain why this difference was insignificant. The were no differences between 

assimilation of actual tissue NO3", as shown by the -KNO3 assay results. This 

seems to suggest that while there is a higher potential capacity for NO3' reduction 

at the motorway site tissue NCff availability at the two sites does not differ. 

Further evidence for this is provided by results presented in Chapter 4 (Section

4.2.2) which showed no significant differences in the amount of tissue NCV 

concentrations between S. nigra leaves sampled from the motorway and the 

control sites over several months.

Why then would the capacity for NR assimilation be highest in S. nigra leaves at 

the motorway site when there appears to be no elevated tissue NO3" 

concentrations? One possible explanation is that by removing the leaves from 

these roadside trees one is effectively removing one of their sources of NO3’. 

Another contributory factor may be that during the time between leaf abscission 

and the start of the NR incubation (in some cases up to 2 hours). High NR 

activity in leaves collected at the motorway site may have caused the amount of 

NO3' substrate in the tissues to decline before the -KNO3 NR activity was 

assayed.
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The results presented in Figure 5.6 indicates that the exclusion of KNO3 from the 

assay medium is not a useful technique for increasing the accuracy of the NR 

assay since the -KNO3 assay did not show a difference between the motorway 

and the control site and excluding KNO3 from the assay medium appears to 

increases the variability of results.

In future work it may be useful to further investigate the activation state of NR. 

This may be done by carrying out the in vitro assay with and without Mg2+ 

additions. However, despite numerous attempts, a stable extract was not obtained 

and the results were deemed too unreliable to present as part of this thesis.

5.25. Estimation of the contribution of traffic derived N to plant nutrition

NR is an important step in the assimilation of atmospheric NOx. Therefore by 

subtracting the foliar NR rate of control plants from that of plants exposed to a 

pollution source a rough estimate of the contribution of atmospheric N to plant 

nutrition may be obtained. This method was applied to the data collected for S. 

nigra and C. monogyna during 2001 and 2002 (Table 5.1). Results of seasonal 

NR activities in pmol NO2’ hr' 1 g fwt' 1 were multiplied for each species at each 

site to give a measurement of the amount of N assimilated over the entire season 

per ha of leaf material. By subtracting values of individuals at the control site 

from those at the polluted site it is hoped that we have obtained an estimate of the 

contribution of atmospheric N to foliar assimilation in these species.
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Table 5.1. Estimation of the amount of additional N that is assimilated

by foliar NR in S. nigra and C. monogyna during 2001 and 2002.

Species Year Amount of additional N assimilated by NR in 

foliage at motorway site (Kg N ha*1 season*1)

S. nigra 2001 17.13

2002 8.12

C. monogyna 2001 2.21

2002 3.24

The calculation was based on the conservative assumptions of zero activity at 

night and a twelve hour day. Table 5.1 shows that the small differences in NR 

activity may be contributing to large amounts of additional N being assimilated by 

tree foliage at the motorway site, presumably as the result of uptake and 

assimilation of traffic derived NO* from the nearby road. This is particularly true 

for 5. nigra which, according to the results in Table 5.1 assimilates 17.13 (2001) 

and 8.12 (2002) Kg N ha' 1 season*1 more at the motorway site than is assimilated 

at the control site.

The variation between these values may be the due to large fluctuations in enzyme 

activity according to environmental factors. Large fluctuations are especially 

apparent in nitrophilous species such as S. nigra that exhibit high maximal NR 

activities. The amount of additional NO3' assimilation estimated to be taking 

place in the leaves of C. monogyna at the motorway is quite low implying that this
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species has a low capacity for foliar uptake and assimilation of traffic derived 

NOx. S. nigra plants may be useful N sinks in heavily NOx polluted 

environments.

5.2.6. Intensive NR sampling

Intensive field sampling using 5 replicates of S. nigra and C. monogyna was 

performed during early 2004. The results are presented in Figure 5.7. The early 

seasonal peak for S. nigra NR activities is once again apparent (Figure 5.7.a). At 

this time of year differences between foliar NR at the two sites are small 

indicating that this would not be a useful time of year to use S. nigra NR activities 

as a biomarker for N deposition. Conversely, S. nigra foliar NR activities may be 

useful biomarkers from the end of May onwards foliar rates at the motorway and 

the control site appear to diverge after 26/05/04.

Results for C. monogyna (Figure 5.7.b) confirm what has already been 

demonstrated for this species i.e. low foliar NR activity and few differences in 

activities at the motorway site and the control site. C. monogyna therefore 

appears to offer little potential in terms of using foliar NR activities as a 

biomarker for N deposition.
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Figure 5.7. Profiles of NR activity during 2004 in (a) S. nigra 
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5.2.7. Conclusions

As discussed previously, tree species differ in terms of NR activity and activity 

measurements can be used to classify trees as either nitrophilous pioneers or 

climax species (Section 1.4.1). The NR activities reported in this Chapter support 

previous classifications of the species examined as either pioneer species (S. nigra 

and B. pendula), climax species (Quercus spp.) or intermediate species (and C. 

monogyna) (Clough et al., 1989; Clough, 1993; Pearson and Ji, 1994). The ability 

to induce NR with in response to N deposition appears to be associated with high 

NR activities as S. nigra not only exhibited the highest foliar NR activities, but 

was the only species to show a significant difference between activities at the 

motorway and the control sites (p=0.020). An elevated activity in S. nigra at the 

motorway site compared with the control is likely to be due to the additional 

assimilation of traffic-derived N which may be entering the leaves via the 

stomata.

It may be concluded that NR activities of Quercus spp., C. monogyna and B. 

pendula do not respond significantly to elevated N deposition at Mardley Heath. 

It therefore seems unlikely that these species are taking up and assimilating 

substantial amounts of traffic-derived NOx at the motorway site via foliar uptake. 

Results from previous Chapters however have pointed towards the contribution of 

traffic-derived NOx to plant nutrition and growth of trees. It must therefore be 

assumed that traffic-derived NOx is entering the plant following deposition to the 

soil and uptake by the roots.
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S. nigra on the other hand does show elevated NR activities in leaves at the 

motorway site compared to the control. High foliar NR activities may allow S. 

nigra leaves to act as NOx sinks, removing NOx from the atmosphere by foliar 

uptake. S. nigra may have potential for cleansing the atmosphere around point 

sources of NOx and also for foliar NR activities to be used as biomarkers of N 

deposition.

The idea of using NR as a biomarker is not new since both Kryult et al. (1994,

1996) and Norby (1989) have previously looked at this topic. These workers 

found although NR activity responded rapidly to changes in atmospheric N when 

fumigated under laboratory conditions it could not be used as a reliable biomarker 

in the field. One of the major problems these authors found was the large number 

of factors other than NO3' availability that can influence NR activity in the field. 

Indeed, the results presented in Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.7 show much seasonal 

variation in terms of NR activity.

The results presented in this Chapter indicate that further work should be 

conducted into the use of NR as a biomarker, taking into account time of year for 

sampling, which species is used and other measures that may be taken in order to 

reduce variation. For instance this study aimed to reduce some of the variation 

caused by diurnal changes by always sampling at the same time of day. This 

Chapter has shown sampling month to be important since Figures 5.4 and 5.7.a 

seem to suggest the response of S. nigra NR activity to NOx is largest during the 

summer when the motorway and control profiles diverge. In the study by Krult et 

al. (1996) NR activity of Pinus ponderosa needles were sampled only once during
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the summer. This may have influenced their results as this species may not 

respond at this time of year for example due to water shortages modifying 

stomatal behaviour. Species choice is also very important to consider. Out of the 

four trees examined in this Chapter, only one of these, S. nigra appeared to offer 

potential as a useful NR biomonitoring species. Coniferous species were used by 

Kryult et aL (1994, 19%) and Norby (1989) who looked NR activities in Picea 

rubens and Pin us Ponderosa however coniferous species tend to have low 

capacities for NO3' reduction in the shoots (Peason et al., 1989; Smirnoff et al., 

1984; Pearson and Soares, 1995) and where N has been found to stimulate NR 

activity this response is often only a transient phenomenon (Wingsle et al., 1987; 

Theone et al., 1991). It is recommended that in order to establish NR as a reliable 

biomarker further work is focused on activities in S. nigra during the summer 

time.
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CHAPTER 6

DEPOSITION OF ATMOSPHERIC PARTICLES 
TO LEAF SURFACES

6.1. Introduction

6.1.1. Deposition of particles to vegetation

Airborne particulates may be deposited to vegetation. Deposition to vegetated 

surfaces is influenced by not only by prevailing weather conditions and 

topography but also by surface characteristics. Rough surfaces are believed to 

capture more deposition than smooth surfaces (Farmer, 2002). Surface wetness is 

also a factor with wet surfaces receiving more deposition than dry surfaces 

(Farmer, 2002).

Particle size is important in determining deposition velocity. Fine particles are 

deposited slowly and hence can be transported over long distances (Allen et al., 

2001). Particle size is also important in determining whether particles remain on 

the plant surface or enter the leaf. Since open stomata generally have a diameter 

of between 8 - 1 0  pm only particles smaller than this are able to enter inside 

leaves. Particles of a certain size range may block stomata thereby preventing 

transpiration (Singh and Rao, 1981). However, since stomata tend to be prevalent 

on the lower surfaces, these effects require turbulent motion around and below the
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leaf (Farmer, 2002). Other detrimental effects of particulates on plants include 

shading that may lead to increased leaf temperatures, reduced photosynthesis and 

an increase in chlorophyll (Eller, 1977).

6.1.2. Surface nitrate

Dry NOx deposition may be deposited onto the foliar canopy, leading to 

accumulation on the foliage (Bytnerowicz et al., 1991) which in turn may increase 

the N input to the forest floor by stemflow. Stemflow is the spatially localized 

point input of precipitation and solutes at the base of the plant stem that occurs as 

rainwater is channelled via branches and the stem to the soil. Surface deposition 

of NO3 may also play an important role in tree damage, as when dissolved in 

surface moisture it can be severely acidic and can cause tissue injury with 

leaching of cations such as K+, Ca2+ and Mg2+ from the foliage (Scherbatskoy and 

Tyree, 1990). Dry deposits of NOx are thus considered to be a contributory factor 

to forest damage (Chiwa et al., 2003).

Several workers have attempted to estimate N deposition by measuring the NO3' 

amounts accumulated on leaf surfaces (Hanson and Lindberg, 1991; Bytnerowicz 

et al., 1991; Sanz et al., 2002; Chiwa et al., 2003). Foliar rinsing techniques are 

often used in conjunction with the surface area of the rinsed material in order to 

obtain an estimate of the rate of dry deposition. The flux of dry deposition to the 

forest floor may then be calculated by taking into account the leaf area index 

(L.A.I) of the trees.
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6.1.3. Zinc as a biomarker for traffic flow

The introduction of unleaded petrol has led to a yearly 20% reduction in the Pb 

PM 10 concentrations (Monaci et al., 2000). Whereas in the past Pb was used as a 

marker for exhaust emissions, the phasing out of leaded petrol means that 

nowadays there is no unequivocal marker for exhaust emissions. In response to 

this, other elements including Ba, Cu and Zn have received attention as future 

markers for traffic pollution. Several studies have focused on the use of Zn as a 

possible biomarker for pollution (Fatoki, 1996; Pearson et aL, 2000; Lau and Luk, 

2001; Hose et al., 2002)

Zn is used as an additive in lubricating oils as zinc diethyldithiophosphate and as 

filler in car tyres and brake linings (Harrison, 2003). This Zn may be incorporated 

into road dusts through oil leakage and combustion, and by mechanical wear of 

the brakes and tyres. For instance, Harrison (2003) demonstrated that roadside 

levels of Zn as well as the elements Cu, Mo, Ba and Pb showed significant 

correlations with NOx and particle count indicative of a traffic source 

contribution. The correlation coefficient between Zn and particle number count in 

this study was relatively high (r=0.472) suggesting a high but not exclusive 

contribution from traffic.

Further analysis of the size distribution of Zn particles close to a traffic source 

revealed that Zn is evenly distributed through the size fractions (Harrison, 2003). 

This suggests that multiple sources are contributing to different particle size 

ranges. Allen et al. (2001) came to a similar conclusion (2001) after discovering
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Zn present in particle size fractions extending from fine to coarse at several rural 

and semi rural locations within the UK. Non-traffic sources of Zn particulates 

include biomass combustion (Nriagu, 1989), combustion of fossil fuels, 

metallurgical processes (Pacyna, 1986) and the resuspension of surface dusts 

(Allen et al., 2001).

Scientists have been aware of the correlation between traffic flow and plant Zn 

content for some time. Elevated Zn in roadside plants was observed in 1970 

(Lagerweff and Speltch, 1970). Since then the heavy metal content of plants has 

been used to estimate pollution on a national (Dmuchowski et al, 1995; 

Berthelsen, 1995), individual city (Monaci et al., 2000; Pearson et al., 2000; Lau 

and Luk, 2001), and roadside scale (Ylaranta, 1995; Fatoki, 1996). These studies 

tend to involve the complete digestion of plant material followed by heavy metal 

analysis of the product.

The benefit of using plants as biomonitors over other monitoring methods is that 

plants can accumulate heavy metals to concentrations that are much higher than 

the air. In a study carried out in and around London, average concentrations as 

high as 805 pg g dw f1 were recorded in the moss, Bryum argentums (Pearson et 

al., 2000). This is significantly higher than the 30 pg g dw f1 Zn commonly 

present in plant tissues in pollution-free areas. Where studies have examined the 

relationship between road traffic and several different heavy metals, the highest 

correlation was found for Zn when compared with Cu (Fatoki, 1996) and Pb 

(Pearson et al., 2000). Additional care needs to be taken if using Zn as a
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biomarker near the sea due to the exchange of Zn with sea-salt cations (Berg et 

al., 1995).

6.1.4. Atmospheric Zn concentrations in the UK

Zn is an element typically associated with long-range transport (Berg et al., 1995) 

and consequently may exert effects in regions remote from its source. 

Furthermore, Zn metal concentrations are higher in air masses of European origin 

than in those which had only crossed the UK (Chester et al., 1993; Otten et al., 

1994; Allen et al., 2001). Recorded atmospheric concentrations of particulate Zn 

are shown in table 6 .1.

Table 6.1. Atmospheric Zn concentrations at UK sites

Author(s) Location Site Details Zn concentration (ng m'J)

Baker, 1997 Chilton Rural 0.36 - 6.0

Allen et al., 2001 Castlemorton Rural 11

Brownfields Semi-rural 63

Auchencorth Rural 5.2

Harrison et al., 2003 Birmingham Roadside 29.9
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6.1.5. Zinc Toxicity

As is the case with many heavy metals, root uptake of Zn can have phytotoxic 

effects on plants. Athar and Ahmad (2002) examined the toxicity of several 

heavy metals and found the phytotoxic effects were in the following order 

Cd>Cu>Ni>Zn>Pb>Cr. Metal contaminated soils can result in dramatic 

decreases in shoot N content (up to 79.4%) as well as a reduction in growth and 

reproduction (Athar and Ahmad, 2002). Naturally occurring metal ores can cause 

high local soil concentrations (Fitter and Hay, 1991) as can the contamination 

from industrial waste or the atmosphere. Release of ions to the soil solution is 

facilitated by low pH. Zn has enhanced mobility, biological availability and 

therefore toxicity at pHs < 6.2 (Martinez et aL, 1999). N source is also important 

with plants growing on NR*+ suffering from less toxic effects of Zn than NO3' 

grown plants (Smirnoff and Stewart, 1987).

The phytotoxic nature of Zn is cause by its interactions with various chemical 

groups (Fitter and Hay, 1991). Zn has been shown to cause an inhibition in the 

activity of certain enzymes. Enzymes will only operate within well-defined ionic 

limits and any change can cause a decrease in activity. In addition, Zn has 

specific reactions and is a co-factor required by some particular enzymes, but 

usually at low concentrations. The toxic nature of Zn may be due to the ability of 

Zn to form complexes with sulphydryl (SH) and other chemical groups. Brune et 

al. (1995) showed that Zn decreased the amount of SH groups in plasma 

membrane proteins of barley root cells. Photosynthetic electron transport is also 

affected by Zn, resulting in the inhibition of CO2 fixation (DeFilippis, 1981, Van
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Assche and Clijsters, 1986). Cellular damage by superoxide radicals may also 

occur where Zn2+ causes a reduction in the cellular ATP and NADPH pool (Luna 

et al., 2000).

Despite of its toxic effects some plant species appear resistant to high levels of 

soil Zn. Resistance cannot occur by simple exclusion from cells because Zn is 

required as an essential micronutrient. Instead resistance seems to occur by 

amelioration i.e. the plant takes up the ion but acts to minimize its effects. 

Phytotoxic effects are avoided by certain species by the Zn localization. Several 

workers have demonstrated that Zn can be accumulated in the root cell walls of 

resistant species (Peterson, 1969; Turner and Marshall, 1972). In other cases Zn 

appears localised in the vacuole where it may be further inactivated by chelation 

with malate (Mathys, 1977). Zn tolerant Deschampsia cespitosa accumulates 

citrate and malate in the roots in response to exposure to Zn (Smirnoff and 

Stewart, 1987). This process may serve to inactivate Zn by chelating it into a 

harmless form. Work investigating resistance to another heavy metal, revealed 

that 91% of Cadmium taken up by Rauvolfia serpentina cells was present as 

phytochelatin complex (Kneer, 1992). Plants that have an active chelating system 

can actually have an increased Zn requirement (Mathys, 1975). Zn resistance 

appears to be a multiple phenomenon partly involving exclusion in root cell walls 

and partly localization in vacuoles (Fitter and Hay, 1991).

Extreme resistance where Zn is accumulated in tissues to concentrations above 10 

mg Zn g dwt"1 is regarded as Zn hyperaccumulation (Brooks, 1998). Macnair 

(1999) showed that Zn tolerance and hyperaccumulation are genetically
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independent characteristics. Thlaspi caerulescens and Arabidopsis halleri are 

well known Zn accumulators, with extraordinarily high Zn concentrations of >1 

M found in the shoots of A. halleri (Kupper et al., 2000). In this species the Zn 

appeared to be concentrated at the base of trichomes. This agrees with work 

carried out on Ni, where an investigation in Berkheya coddi revealed Ni 

accumulation was in the cuticle of the upper epidermis (Zhao et al., 2000).

6.1.7. Aims and objectives

This Chapter aims to fulfil the third aim of this thesis as set out in Section 1.9 i.e. 

to investigate the deposition of Zn particles and NO3* to leaf surfaces as possible 

techniques for monitoring traffic exposure. Whereas several previous studies 

have shown total plant Zn to correlate with traffic exposure plant surface Zn has 

rarely been examined. Indeed in one study, tree leaves were washed prior to 

analysis thus removing any particulate Zn that may have been present on the leaf 

surfaces (Monaci et al., 2002). This chapter aimed to investigate the deposition of 

Zn particles using both total leaf Zn and measurements of surface Zn alone. The 

suitability of these two techniques for assessing traffic exposure was compared. 

Contrary to Zn, amounts of surface NO3' have been studied by several workers 

who showed that measurements of NO3" may be a useful tool for assessing flux of 

dry NOx deposition to woodlands (Bytnerowicz et al., 1991; Sanz et al., 2002; 

Chiwa et al., 2003). Therefore in addition to looking at Zn, surface NO3' was be 

measured on tree leaves at Mardley Heath. A range of species growing on 

Marylebone Road, central London were also examined for surface amounts of Zn 

in order to look at possible differences in particle absorption and retention
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between species. Species differences were investigated further using electron 

microscope techniques.

6.2. Results and Discussion

6.2.1. Surface Nitrate

Surface NO3' amounts were measured on tree leaves at the motorway and control 

sites at Mardley Heath using the foliar rinsing technique described in Chapter 2 

(section 2.16). Figure 6.1. shows the results for S. nigra and C. monogyna leaves 

over the growing season of 2002. Surface NO3' was detected on the leaves of 

both species ranging from 1 .3 - 3.7 and 2.3 -  9.8 pg NO3'm  2 for S. nigra and C. 

monogyna respectively. These values are comparable to the amounts of NO3' 

(ranging between approximately 1- 7 pg NO3 m'2) reported by Chiwa et al. 

(2003) on pine trees at Mount Gorkurakuji, western Japan. However, whereas 

these authors have observed different amounts of surface NO3' at polluted and 

control sites, such differences are not apparent here between the motorway and the 

control site.
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Figure 6.1. Leaf surface NO3' amounts on (a) S. nigra, and (b) C. 

monogyna at the motorway (solid line) and the control site (dashed 

line) for 2002. Sampling commenced on 18/04/02 and ended on 

03/10/02. Mean values ± SE error bars are shown with the sample 

size n= 3.
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This lack of differences may be explained by the fact that while Chiwa et al. 

(2003) compared spatially very different sites on either side of a mountain where 

the control represented a clean air site, this study compared sites only a few 

hundred metres apart and as results in Section 3.2.1. showed the control site is far 

from pollutant free, receiving approximately 19.6 Kg N ha' 1 yr'1. It is possible 

that NO3' is only able to accumulate on surfaces up to a threshold amount after 

which no more NO3' is retained. It is proposed that at both sites within Mardley 

Heath this threshold is saturated by the background NOx deposition thus 

preventing us from detecting any differences with respect to surface NO3 . There 

were differences however between the amounts of surface NO3' on the two 

species tested. This may be related to differences in surface characteristics.

6.2.2. Surface Zn

Surface Zn amounts on S. nigra and C. monogyna leaves were also measured 

throughout the growing season of 2002 (Figure 6.2.) Just as with surface NO3', 

amounts of surface Zn appear higher on C. monogyna than on S. nigra leaves. 

Amounts range from 0.09 -  3.09 mg Zn m'2 for S. nigra and from 0.33 -  6.62 mg 

Zn m'2 for C. monogyna. These values are approximately 1000 times higher than 

the amounts of surface NO3' suggesting that these two ions are not co-deposited.
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Figure 6.2. Leaf surface Zn amounts on (a) S. nigra and (b) C. 

monogyna at the motorway (solid line) and the control site (dashed 

line) for 2002. Sampling commenced on 18/04/02 and ended on 

03/10/02. Mean values ± SE error bars are shown with the sample 

size n= 3.
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The difference between the species is most pronounced early in the year when Zn 

concentrations are at their peak. This suggests that the lifespan of leaves is 

unimportant as Zn does not appear to be accumulating over the growing season. 

These differences between species with respect to surface Zn were confirmed by 

experiments testing a range of roadside plants collected from Marylcbone Road, 

which is one of the busiest and most polluted roads in London.
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Figure 6.3. Leaf surface Zn amounts on a range of tree species

growing in central London. Sampling took place on 08/08/03. Mean

values ± SE bars arc shown with the sample size n= 3.
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A bar chart showing the surface amounts of Zn on leaves of S. nigra, C. 

monogyna, Aesculus hippocastanum, Fraxinus excelsior and Platanus acerifolia 

is shown in Figure 6.3. Once again surface amounts are highest on C. monogyna 

leaves.

Table 6.2 provides estimates of the total Zn load per tree. It should be noted that 

these figures may be an overestimation of the actual load since they are based on 

the leaf surface area of a Plane tree of 482 m'2 quoted by Beckett et al. (1998).

Table 6.2. The amount of captured surface Zn by a range of tree 

species at Marylebone Road. Results are based on measurements of 

surface Zn from leaves sampled on 08/08/03 and a surface area of 

482 m'2.

Tree Species Amount o f Zn per area

o f foliage (mg Zn m 2)

Total Zn load per tree

(gZn)

C. monogyna 13.8 6.7

S. nigra 3.0 1.4

A. hippocastanum 8.6 4.1

F. excelsior 6.0 2.9

P. acerifolia 6.4 3.1

The table however does provide a useful insight into the potential total amounts of 

Zn per tree in an urban environment. Total Zn loads per tree appear to be very
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large. From Table 6.2. it appears that C. monogyna is able to trap the most 

surface Zn per tree however in reality the total Zn load per tree may be highest for 

P. acerifolia (London Plane) which has a larger surface area that is likely to be 

similar to the surface area used for the calculation of figures in Table 6.2.

Deposition of particles to vegetation is influenced by the frictional drag of the 

vegetation. Forests have a larger frictional drag than grasslands and thus receive 

more particulate deposition. The same theory applies on a smaller scale at the 

plant cuticle (Beckett et a/., 1998). Cuticle roughness can vary between species 

due to differences in microstructural ornamentation such as epicuticular wax. 

Wax is present both within the cuticle and on the cuticle surface. It is this surface 

wax that is referred to as epicuticular wax. Depending on its chemical 

composition, epicuticular wax is able to form crystals that cover the surface in a 

regular microrelief of about 1-5 pm in height (Jeffree, 1986). In order to 

determine whether the observed differences in particle retention could be related 

to differences in the epicuticular waxes a scanning electron microscope was used 

to look at leaf surfaces in greater detail. Scanning electron micrographs of 5. 

nigra and C. monogyna leaves are presented in Figures 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7. Only 

Figure 6.4 shows the upper epidermal surfaces, the remainder show the lower 

surfaces as on the occasions when the upper epidermal surface was observed 

difficulties with the scanning electron microscope always seemed to occur and as 

a result fewer micrographs were obtained.
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Figure 6.4. Scanning electron micrographs of the upper 

epidermal surface of (a) S. nigra and (b) C. monogyna. Leaves 

were sampled from Marylebone Road on 24.06.03. The white 

bar = 50 pm
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Figure 6.5. Scanning electron micrographs of the lower epidermal

surface of (a) S. nigra and (b) C. monogyna. Leaves were sampled 

from Marylebone Road on 24.06.03. The white bar = 20 pm
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Figure 6.6. Scanning electron micrographs of the lower 

epidermal surface of (a) S. nigra and (b) C. monogyna. Leaves 

were sampled from Marylebone Road on 24.06.03. The white 

bar = 10 pm
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Figure 6.7. Scanning electron micrographs of the lower 

epidermal surface of C. monogyna. Leaves were sampled from 

Marylebone Road on 24.06.03. The white bar = 5 pm
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The convex epidermal cells of both species can clearly be seen in the 

micrographs. At lower magnification (Figure 6.4) no differences in epidermal 

microstructure can be observed. Both species appear to have cuticular folds. 

Figure 6.4 also shows the large amount of particle contamination present on these 

leaves and a leaf vein is observable in Figure 6.4.b.

At higher magnification the cuticular folds are still observable in S. nigra 

although portions of the cells appear smooth (Figure 6.5.a). The micrograph of C. 

monogyna shows part of a leaf vein and some adjacent epidermal cells (Figure

6.5.b). The surface of this species appears to be rougher than that of S. nigra and 

has a string-like coating

In Figure 6.6 differences between the species are more obvious. S. nigra (Figure

6 .6 .a) leaves appear almost completely lacking in microstructures whereas C. 

monogyna (Figure 6 .6 .b) still has the same rough, string-like appearance. This 

may in fact be epicuticular wax crystals. Wax crystals can take the form of 

filaments, plates, tubes or spirals. The crystals observable on C. monogyna may 

be wax tubules. In certain areas these tubules appear to have been transformed 

into platelets as well as coalescing to form an amorphous wax layer. Such 

degradation occurs as the result of natural senecesence (Neinhuis and Barthlott, 

1998) although the process may be accelerated by exposure to pollutants such as 

NO2 which cause oxidative damage to wax components (Jetter et al., 1996). 

Figure 6.7. shows the epicuticular wax on C. monogyna leaves at a higher 

magnification. The surface appears to have a slightly granular appearance which 

may represent degraded tubules.
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It seems likely that these differences in epicuticular wax structures may in part 

explain the higher amounts of surface Zn and NO3* observed on C. monogyna, 

compared to S. nigra. However, while rough surfaces, such as those of C. 

monogyna have a greater capacity to trap airborne particulates, this is 

compensated for by a very effective self-cleaning capability of rough leaves 

(Barthlott and Neinhuis, 1997). This was first observed during the routine 

observations of leaf surfaces using SEM when it was found that smooth leaf 

surfaces always had to be cleaned prior to analysis while those exhibiting a high 

degree of wax ornamentation were almost completely free of contamination 

(Barthlott, 1990).

Rainfall during 2002 was considered in conjunction with the surface Zn data to 

see if this had any involvement in the accumulation of surface Zn. The 

relationship between surface Zn and rainfall is shown in Figure 6.9. Linear 

relationships were found between deposition amounts of Zn on unit surface area 

of S. nigra and C. monogyna and the amount of precipitation in the previous 25 

days.

It appears that although Zn may accumulate on leaves during dry periods it is 

easily washed off the leaves by rainfall events. The self-cleaning properties of 

leaves is known as the iotus-effect’ after the large peltate leaves of the sacred 

lotus, Nelumbo nucifera (Barthlott and Neinhuis, 1997).
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Figure 6.9. Relationship between amounts of surface Zn and rainfall 

in the 25 days preceding sampling for (a) S. nigra at the motorway 

site (b) S. nigra at the control site (c) C. monogyna at the motorway 

site and (d) C. monogyna at the control site.
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The lotus effect may play an important role in the defence against pathogens. 

Spores and conidia of pathogenic microorganisms will be removed by rainfall on 

leaves with a high degree of wax ornamentation. Damage to the wax layer, for 

example pollution damage, can erode this layer and reduce the ability of leaves to 

clean themselves

The lotus-effect is largely due to a lower particle adhesion to rough surfaces than 

to smooth surfaces. On rough surfaces particles tend to be larger than the surface 

microstructures and therefore rest only on the very tips of the wax crystals and 

thus have less surface area contact with the cuticle. In addition, high contact 

angles on rough surfaces mean that rainfall forms spherical droplets that remove 

particles as they role off the leaf with a high velocity. On smooth surfaces 

however, water will form droplets with low contact angles and low velocities. 

Rather than removing particles from the leaf surface, these droplets tend to 

redistribute any particulates (Barthlott and Neinhuis, 1997). This self-cleaning 

ability of leaves is less apparent when precipitation occurs as fog and dew instead 

of rain. Rain droplets have high kinetic energy that is necessary to remove 

deposited particles. Heavy rain during thunderstorms may by especially effective 

at cleaning leaves (Barthlott and Neinhuis, 1997).

In this research it appears that C. monogyna receives the most Zn deposition 

during dry periods. This may be the result of epicuticular wax crystals present on 

the cuticle which were observed using the scanning electron microscope (Figure 

6.4 to 6.7). During rainfall events however, Zn is not retained on the surface and 

is washed off the leaves (Figure 6.9). C. monogyna leaves may be particularly
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effective at ‘self-cleaning’ due to enhanced surface roughness. Indeed, amounts 

of surface Zn show a 20 fold decrease following the rainfall events that occurred 

between the first two sampling dates in 2002.

The surface Zn measured on trees at Mardley Heath (Figure 6.2) may originate 

from either (i) background atmospheric Zn as this can range from 0.036 to 63 ng 

m‘3 in semi-rural and rural locations (Baker, 1997; Allen et al., 2001) or (ii) from 

traffic using the nearby motorway. According to Harrison (2003) Zn particles are 

evenly distributed through the size fractions. Therefore while course particles 

may be deposited close to the motorway, fine particles can travel further and may 

affect surface amounts at the control site.

Although road traffic is a source of Zn (Harrison, 2003) no significant differences 

were observed between surface Zn at the motorway and at the control sites for 

either species (Figure 6.2.). Early in the season surface amounts of Zn were 

higher and for C. monogyna there appeared to be a difference, albeit insignificant, 

between the sites. As previously discussed, the low amounts of rainfall may have 

permitted surface Zn accumulation to occur at the motorway site to a greater 

extent than at the control site. Rainfall events throughout the remainder of the 

year may have prevented the build up of surface Zn at the motorway site. 

Although leaf surface Zn may be affected by traffic flow, it does not seem a 

suitable biomarker due to the high efficiency with which leaves appear to be able 

to cleanse themselves during rainfall.
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Figure 6.10 C. monogyna lower epidermis EDS microanalysis. 

Leaf material was sampled from Marylebone Road on 01.07.03. 

Upper image: Scan area. The white bar = 10 pm 

Lower image: Resulting emission spectra.
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Figure 6.11. Leaf surface Cu amounts on (a) S. nigra and (b) C. 

monogyna at the motorway (solid line) and the control site (dashed 

line) for 2002. Sampling commenced on 18/04/02 and ended on 

03/10/02. Mean values ± SE error bars are shown with the sample 

size n= 3.
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Scanning electron microscopy in conjunction with energy dispersive 

microanalysis (EDS) was employed to investigate the characteristics of surface Zn 

particulates further. This technique is based upon the measurement of 

characteristic X-rays emitted from the sample during scanning electron 

microscopy which allow the elemental composition of the sample to be 

determined. Zn was detected on the surfaces of both S. nigra and C. monogyna 

leaves collected from Marylebone Road. Figure 6.10 shows one example of a 

scan of C. Monogyna. Wax tubules, a stomata and numerous surface particulates 

can be seen in the scan area (Figure 6.10, upper image). The EDS microanalysis 

emission spectra for the scan area is shown in Figure 6.10 (lower image). The 

elements Fe, Cu and Zn were all detected in this scan area.

The aim of using EDS was to characterise surface Zn particles according to size 

and shape. Unfortunately, although this technique did show the presence of Zn 

within the scan area on several occasions, Zn could not be pinpointed to any 

particles observable on the leaf. This may explained by Zn being present on 

surfaces as very fine particles or because amounts of surface Zn were below the 

detection capabilities of the EDS equipment Time restrictions when for using the 

scanning electron microscope and EDS equipment meant that this topic was not 

investigated further.

Use of EDS microanalysis allowed the detection of a range of other surface heavy 

metals most commonly, Cu and Fe. Fe-containing particles are most likely to 

originate from wind-blown soil dusts. Cu may originate from road traffic since 

this element has previously been found at roadsides (Harrison, 2003). Following
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the detection of surface Cu using EDS microanalysis, the leaf Zn leaf wash 

solutions were re-examined for Cu content (Figure 6.11). Surface amounts of Cu 

were much lower than amounts of surface Zn suggesting that Cu particles are 

emitted from traffic in smaller amounts than Zn-containing particles and are 

therefore this element is unlikely to be a useful biomarker for traffic exposure.

6.13. Tissue Zn

As discussed in Section 6.1.5. root uptake of Zn can result in phytotoxic effects on 

plants. Phytotoxic effects could also occur if Zn particles were to enter leaves 

directly through the stomata. As this thesis is mainly interested in deposition and 

assimilation of N the effects of Zn on die NR activity of S. nigra leaves was 

investigated using an in vitro assay with Zn additions. Previous work has shown 

the inhibition of NR activity by Zn (Luna et al., 2000). The results of Zn on in 

vitro NR activity in S. nigra are presented in Figure 6.12. Results show that 

inhibition of S. nigra in vitro NR activity by Zn occur with 500 pM Zn additions 

to the assay medium. A paired T-test revealed this difference to be significant at 

the 5% level (p=0.029). The mechanism of NR inhibition may involve Zn 

causing oxidative damage resulting in the inefficient transfer of electrons within 

the enzyme complex (Smarrelli and Cambell, 1983) rather than the reactions with 

NR sulphydryl groups as was previously hypothesised (Luna et aL, 1997, Luna et 

a l 2000).
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Figure 6.12. Effect of Zn additions to the in vitro assay medium on 

NR activity of greenhouse grown S. nigra leaves. Four S. nigra 

plants were used to perform one each of the 3 assays. Mean values 

± SE bars are shown with the sample size n=4.

Whether Zn is affecting foliar NR in the field will depend on whether Zn particles 

are sufficiently small to pass through stomata. Zn particles in the roadside 

environment range in size from < 0.2 pm to > 10 pm aerodynamic diameter 

(Harrison, 2003).
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Figure 6.13. Tissue and surface Zn amounts for S. nigra and C  

monogyna leaves. Leaf material was collected at Mardley Heath 

on 27/06/02. The lower, blue portion of the bar represents the 

amount of Zn in the leaf tissue whereas the top, white portion of 

the graph represents the surface Zn removed by 0.01 M HC1 

wash.
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Therefore the finer Zn fractions may be able to enter leaves via the stomata which 

usually measure 8-10 pm in diameter (Farmer, 2002). Concentrations of Zn in 

leaves are presented in Figure 6.13. Figure 6.13 shows that while surface amounts 

vary according to site and species, there are few differences for the amounts of 

tissue Zn. Leaf Zn concentrations alone are therefore not likely to be a useful 

tool for the biomonitoring of traffic exposure. Low concentrations of foliar Zn 

also indicate that phytotoxic effects of heavy metals as the result of foliar uptake 

are likely to be unimportant

6.2.4. Conclusions

This Chapter set out to investigate the deposition of Zn particles and NO3" to leaf 

surfaces as well as assessing the suitability of 3 techniques for monitoring traffic 

flow namely, measurements of surface NO3', surface Zn and leaf Zn.

With regards to surface NO3' no significant differences were found between 

leaves collected at the motorway site and at the control site. As mentioned 

previously in this Chapter, it is hypothesised that the reason we do not observe 

significant differences between the two sites is because the surface NO3' retention 

capacity is exceeded at both the motorway and the control sites, due to the large 

amount of background NOx deposition at Mardley Heath. Since other workers 

have been able to demonstrate differences in surface NO3' (Bytnerowicz et al., 

1991; Sanz et al., 2002; Chiwa et al., 2003) it is proposed that measurements of 

surface NO3' amounts, although not useful as biomarkers at Mardley Heath, may 

be useful at sites receiving low levels of deposition.
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Measurements of leaf tissue Zn are not recommended as techniques for 

biomonitoring as this did not show significant differences between the two 

pollution sites suggesting that Zn particles were largely unable to enter leaves. 

Surface Zn was highly influenced by rainfall events which prevented the 

accumulation of Zn at the motorway site. This close relationship with rainfall 

indicates that surface Zn amounts also cannot be used as a reliable biomarker. 

Perhaps outside of the UK, in a country with a drier climate, surface Zn may offer 

more potential as a biomonitoring tool.

Differences in amounts of surface Zn and NO3 between the species was 

investigated using scanning electron microscopy techniques which revealed a 

smooth cuticle on the leaves of S. nigra and a cuticle to be covered with tubular 

wax epicuticular crystals on the leaves of C. monogyna. The observed differences 

in surface Zn particulates and NO3 amounts are therefore attributed to the fact 

that C. monogyna has a rougher surface which increases particulate deposition due 

to the greater frictional drag of this surface on air-flow. When a range of species 

growing in central London were analysed, surface Zn was found to be highest on 

C. monogyna leaves. Total amounts of C. monogyna per tree were estimated to be 

in the region of 6.7 g Zn. This indicates the large capacity of this species to 

capture large amounts of Zn and likely other harmful particulates. As the results 

have demonstrated, this surface Zn is likely to be transferred to the soil via stem 

flow during rainfall events. Therefore the amount of Zn trapped by trees over the 

entire growing season is likely to be several times this value. Since traffic 

particulates are estimated to contribute to more human deaths annually than road 

accidents (WHO, 1999) this ability of trees to trap particulates and channel them
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to the soil, suggests that the planting of certain trees in heavily polluted 

environments may be a useful tool for improving both pollution levels and human 

health.
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CHAPTER 7

GENERAL DISCUSSION

7.1. Introduction

As stated in Section 1.9, this work had three main objectives:

1. To assess the contribution of traffic-derived atmospheric NOx to N deposition 

at a deciduous woodland adjacent to a motorway and to establish whether this 

deposition was having a fertilising effect on plant growth.

2. To investigate the effects of increased N deposition on foliar uptake and tree 

physiology.

3. To investigate the deposition of Zn particles and NO3" to leaf surfaces as 

techniques for monitoring traffic exposure.

This Chapter assesses the achievement of these aims and discusses the results in 

relation to potential biomarkers for N deposition and traffic exposure as well as 

the use of trees for improving air quality near pollution sources.
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7.2. Contribution of traffic-derived NOx to N deposition and tree growth.

Deposition of NOx within the woodland at Mardley Heath ranged from 14.8 to 

40.7 Kg N ha' 1 yr'1. These values exceed the current woodland critical loads of 

10-20 Kg N ha' 1 yr' 1 (Achermann and Bobbink, 2003) as well as the estimated 

total annual requirement for trees of 8-12 Kg N ha' 1 yr' 1 (Jenkinson, 1971; 

Pearson and Stewart, 1993). Deposition is however, less than half that of the 

estimated N deposition to Rothamsted woodland, approximately 20 miles away in 

the neighbouring county, Hertfordshire (Goulding et al., 1998) which has been 

predicted to be in the region of 100 kg ha' 1 yr' 1 suggesting that this is perhaps a 

large overestimation.

NOx deposition within Mardley Heath is spatially related to distance from the 

motorway reaching a maximum in nearby the rural downwind environment 

There appeared to be a clear difference between the amount of NOx deposition 

occurring at the two sites where the majority of sampling was undertaken (the 

motorway and the control sites). This difference in pollution exposure along the 

transect is assumed to be a major factor when considering vegetation response at 

the two sites. If it is assumed that deposition at the control site was not influenced 

by traffic inputs and is simply representative of typical background UK NOx 

levels it is possible to estimate the contribution of traffic derived N to trees at the 

motorway site at 25.9 Kg N ha' 1 yr' 1 (175 % higher than the control site).

N is an essential nutrient that often limits plant growth. In Section 3.2.4. it was 

shown that growth, as measured by shoot extension was significantly higher in
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both S. nigra (p=0.003) and C. monogyna (p=0.027) at the motorway site relative 

to the control. Although other possible variables between the sites such as 

temperature, CO2 and light availability may have influenced this result, increased 

N availability as the result of deposition of traffic-derived N at the motorway site 

is likely to be a major contributory factor since the fertilizing effects of N 

deposition on trees are well documented (Kauppi et al., 1992; Nasholm, 1998; 

Spiecker, 1999).

S. nigra appears to responds more strongly than C. monogyna. This may be 

because as a nitrophilous pioneer, S. nigra has a greater capacity for N uptake and 

assimilation than the less nitrophilous C. monogyna. According to Nilsson 

(1986), a positive growth response to N additions indicates that the habitat is not 

N saturated therefore we can conclude that Mardley Heath is not N saturated and 

N is limiting growth at the control site.

7.2.1. Achievement o f objective

This study measured diy deposition at Mardley Heath in the form of NO2 using 

diffusion tubes. Deposition of NOx was closely related to distance from the 

motorway, providing strong evidence that this is a point source of atmospheric 

NOx. Tree growth of S. nigra and C. monogyna in the downwind environment 

was assessed by measuring shoot extension and number of leaf nodes towards the 

end of the growing season. Growth, in terms of shoot extension was significantly 

higher in trees at the motorway site relative to the control. The combination of 

increased NOx deposition and increased shoot extension at the motorway site
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relative to the control was taken to suggest that traffic-derived N was having a 

fertilizing effect on trees. The first objective of this study was thus fully met.

7.3. Effect of traffic-derived N on foliar N uptake and tree physiology

Further evidence for the contribution of traffic-derived N to plant nutrition was 

provided by the 815N work (Section 3.2.2). The 8 15N signature of tree foliage (C. 

monogyna and Quercus spp.) became less negative close to the motorway which 

showed that traffic-derived N was being taken up and assimilated by the trees. 

Additionally, these results support several other studies that have reported a 

positive 815N signature for road traffic emissions. Although these results showed 

that motorway derived N was entering roadside trees, the route of entry i.e. 

whether N was taken up directly via the leaves or whether it is first deposited to 

the soil and taken up by the roots remained unclear. Thus measurements of the 

activity of the foliar N assimilatory enzyme, NR were carried out in order to help 

determine the entry route.

Activity of NR was measured in four species, C. monogyna, S. nigra, B. 

pubescens and Quercus spp. The only species that showed significantly higher 

foliar assimilation of NCb' at the motorway site relative to the control was S. nigra 

(p=0.020) suggesting that this species may be able to take up atmospheric NOx 

directly via the stomata. The high NR activity of this nitrophilous pioneer may 

create a sink for atmospheric NOx effectively allowing the plant to ‘mop up’ NOx
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from the atmosphere. The stimulated growth of this species at the motorway 

(Section 3.2.4) suggests the products of NR enzyme are diverted to the production 

of new biomass. For the other species, foliar assimilation by NR is not 

significantly higher in individuals at the motorway site.

Therefore in C. monogyna and Quercus spp. for which the §15N data suggested 

assimilation of traffic-derived N was occurring, uptake of N must be occurring 

predominantly via the roots. Attempts to investigate root to shoot transfer of N 

compounds by measuring concentrations of NO3 , NR*+ and amino acids in the 

xylem found no significant differences between the motorway and the control 

sites for either S. nigra or C. monogyna (See Chapter 4). Although, it should be 

noted that xylem concentrations do not represent actual flux to the leaves since 

transpiration rate was not taken into account

In C. monogyna there are some differences in leaf tissue amino acids between the 

two sites (see Section 4.2.4). From May onwards the tissue concentrations in 

individuals at the control site are seen to increase at a higher rate than those at the 

motorway site. A paired T-test revealed that this difference was significant at the 

5% level between sampling days 178 and day 276 (p= 0.034). Increases in tissue 

amino acid concentrations are often associated with preparation for senescence as 

cellular proteins are broken down into their constituent components in preparation 

for export from the leaf prior to leaf fall. Increases in amino acids at the control 

site occurring earlier in the year than at the motorway site may indicate perhaps 

that senescence is somehow being delayed by traffic-pollution. The data showing
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tissue sugar concentrations in C. monogyna (Figure 4.7.b), although not 

significant, seem also to indicate a different response between the two sites at 

senescence. Environmental factors at the motorway site such as elevated CO2, or 

elevated N deposition could be responsible for delayed senescence. N deposition 

may delay senescence through by stimulation of the plant hormone cytokinin 

(Collier et al., 2003) as increased supply of this hormone supposedly delays the 

onset of senescence (Marschner, 1995). It may be useful for future studies to 

examine the levels of this plant hormone in samples taken from the two sites.

The effect of N deposition on total leaf N was investigated. Previous work has 

linked increases in total N with increased N exposure and thus proposed that 

measurements of total N may offer a useful biomonitoring method (Port and 

Thompson, 1980; Baddeley et al, 1994; Pitcairn et al., 1995; Woolgrove and 

Woodin, 1996; Hogberg et al., 1998; Pitcairn et al., 2001; Kirkham, 2001). 

Despite a possible trend for elevated total N per g dwt leaf material at the 

motorway site relative to the control for S. nigra, there are no statistically 

significant differences for either S. nigra or C. monogyna regarding total N 

content. The lack of a significant increase in N may be explained by dilution of 

the plant N content by increased production of biomass which allows total N per 

unit of leaf material to remain at a nearly constant level. Indeed the accumulation 

of tissue N is not believed to occur until the potential for growth has been 

satisfied, for example when another nutrient becomes limiting (Lee et al., 1986; 

Zhen and Leigh, 1990).
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N deposition has previously been associated with deficiencies in other mineral 

nutrients, since biomass production may be stimulated beyond nutrient 

availability. As earlier results have shown significantly higher growth was 

occurring at the motorway site relative to the control, we may therefore expect to 

find lower foliar concentrations of mineral nutrients at the motorway. The results 

in Section 3.2.5 however showed no significant differences between the sites with 

respect to total P for both S. nigra and C. monogyna. From this it may be 

concluded that soil P is not limiting at Mardley Heath and is able to support the 

stimulated growth that is occurring in trees at the motorway site. In fact high 

availability of soil P may be a contributing factor to enhanced growth at the 

motorway site since continued growth as the result of N deposition is only 

possible if other nutrients are not limiting.

7.3.1. Achievement o f objective

The second objective of this work, to investigate the effects of increased N 

deposition on foliar uptake of N and physiological process was also achieved. 

While 515N data provided evidence of the contribution of traffic-derived N to 

plant N nutrition, information regarding foliar uptake was inferred from 

measurements of leaf NR activity. S. nigra was the only species that exhibited a 

significant increase in foliar NR activity at the motorway site relative to the 

control and therefore foliar uptake is presumed only to be important for this 

species. Seasonal measurements of tissue and xylem concentrations of NHi+, 

PO43' and NO3' did not reveal any significant differences between the two sites for
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either species (see Chapter 4). However, increases in concentrations of tissue 

amino acids however were observed to occur earlier in the season at the control 

site relative to the motorway site for C. monogyna perhaps suggesting that the 

motorway is somehow influencing the phenology of this species. One limitation 

of this work was that measurements of xylem compounds could not be relied on to 

provide accurate information for supply to the leaves since transpiration, and 

therefore flux was not measured. It is therefore recommended that similar future 

studies measure transpirational flow in conjunction with xylem concentrations in 

order to gain a better insight into supply of these compounds to the leaves. Total 

N per unit of leaf material was not seen to increase in trees at the motorway site. 

Similarly, no significant differences were detected with respect to total P. It is 

concluded that while N is limiting at the Mardley Heath woodland, P is not, thus 

allowing the stimulation of growth in individuals at the motorway site. This 

growth is occurring at a rate which allows the total N and P per unit of leaf 

material to remain at a constant level.

7.4. The deposition of Zn particulates and NO3' to leaf surfaces

Deposition of Zn and NO3' was assessed by foliar washing technique. Amounts 

of surface NO3 were small and there were no significant differences between 

surface NO3' at motorway site and at the control site. This contrasts with several 

recent studies that have suggested that measurements of surface NO3' are a useful 

tool for estimating NO i‘ deposition (Hanson and Lindberg, 1991; Bytnerowicz et 

al., 1991; Sanz et al., 2002; Chiwa et al., 2003). It is proposed that surface NO3'
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will only accumulate to a threshold level above which further increases in N 0X 

deposition will not affect surface NO3 amounts. Therefore the reason we do not 

observe differences in surface NO3' amounts between the two sites is because this 

threshold is exceeded at both the motorway and control sites. It may be the case 

that measurements of surface NO3' amounts are only useful biomarkers for N 

deposition at sites receiving low levels of deposition.

Surface Zn however did show a tendency to be higher at the motorway site 

relative to the control however these differences were not significant. What was 

very apparent in the data was the difference in accumulation between the two 

species sampled, C. monogyna and S. nigra. Leaf surfaces of C. monogyna 

contained higher amounts than S. nigra and this was true for both the NO3' and Zn 

wash data.

According to the literature, rough leaf surfaces are able to trap more particles than 

smooth surfaces due to the large frictional drag of such surfaces on airflow 

(Barthlott and Neinhuis, 1997; Neinhuis and Barthlott, 1998). Surface roughness 

is often attributed to microstructural ornamentation such as hairs, cuticular folds 

and epicuticular waxes. Scanning electron microscopy was used to investigate the 

surface characteristics of these two species. While both species exhibited a 

certain degree of microstructural ornamentation with respect to cuticular folds, 

epicuticular wax tubules were observed only on the surface of C. monogyna. S. 

nigra surfaces contained no structures that resembled epicuticular wax crystals. 

Differences in particulate trapping between these two species may therefore be the 

result of increased wax ornamentation on the leaves of C. monogyna. However,
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while an increase in wax ornamentation can increase particulate trapping, this is 

compensated for by a more effective self cleaning mechanism in rainfall (Barthlott 

and Neinhuis, 1997; Neinhuis and Barthlott, 1998). Indeed the seasonal results 

showed no accumulation over the season. Surface amounts of Zn were highest at 

the start of the season, corresponding to a period of dry weather. It is proposed 

that the low amounts of surface Zn throughout the remainder of the season was 

due to the cleansing of leaves by rainfall. The close relationship between rainfall 

and amounts of surface Zn may be one of the reasons why no significant 

differences were detected between surface Zn amounts at the two sites since 

frequent rainfall events did not permit the accumulation of Zn on trees at the 

motorway.

7.4.1. Achievement of objective

The third objective of the work was to investigate at the deposition of Zn and 

NO3' particles to leaf surfaces as techniques for monitoring traffic exposure. This 

objective was also achieved. It is proposed that neither measurements of surface 

NO3 nor surface Zn are useful techniques for monitoring traffic exposure as this 

study found no significant differences between these at the two exposure sites. 

The lack of differences between the sites may be due to frequent rainfall events 

which cleansed leaves and thereby prevented the accumulation of particulates.
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7.5. Future work and Conclusions

Throughout the much work, the differences in the N assimilation strategies of the 

two species S. nigra and C. monogyna have been confirmed. S. nigra is 

characterised by high levels of total leaf N, tissue NO3', xylem NO3', foliar NR 

activity as well as the ability to use the additional N provided to increase shoot 

extension dramatically by 93.8%. Such tendencies are characteristic of 

nitrophilous pioneers as described in Section 1.4.1. C. monogyna on the other 

hand exhibits far less nitrophilous behaviour. The ability of S. nigra to utilise the 

supplementary traffic-derived N may afford this species with a tolerance not only 

to N pollution but also to other forms of pollution. According to Pearson and 

Soares (1995) high foliar NR activities afford trees not only with the capacity to 

buffer against N inputs but also to buffer against any acidic inputs since NO3' 

reduction generates OH'. According to a recent review of this species (Atkinson 

and Atkinson, 2002) S. nigra has been reported to be tolerant of a range of 

pollutants including severe pollution from a phosphate fertilizer factory, elevated 

soil fluoride, sodium, lead and copper as well as atmospheric ozone and sulphur 

dioxide. In fact S. nigra was reported to have the second lowest injury rate when 

31 species of trees and shrubs were examined for sulphur dioxide tolerance 

(Rachwal, 1983).

Species such as S. nigra which are not only pollution tolerant but have a high 

capacity for NOx uptake and assimilation may be suitable species for planting 

around NOx point sources. Not only might these trees serve to ameliorate the 

amount of local NOx but they may also reduce the amount of harmful tropospheric
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O3 over wider areas as O3 is formed from the reactions of NOx and O2 in sunlight 

(Welbum, 1998).

Similarly, according to Beckett et al. (1998) levels of harmful atmospheric 

particulates may be improved by the planting of trees in urban environments. 

However these authors make no mention of the effect of rainfall on accumulation 

of surface particulates. Although this study revealed that surface particulates are 

easily removed from leaf surfaces by rainfall events, trees may still offer potential 

for cleansing the atmosphere by trapping particulates from the air and channelling 

them to the soil during rainfall. Indeed the ability of trees to ameliorate air quality 

has been demonstrated in Chicago where trees are reported to have removed 

approximately 234 tons of PM 10 in 1991 resulting in an improvement of air 

quality has improved hourly air quality by 0.4% (McPherson et al., 1994). 

Similarly, Nowak et al., 1997 estimated that trees improved air quality was 

improved by 0.72% in the city o Philadelphia. Trees could also be planted in 

suburban areas in order to reduce background concentrations of particulates 

(Beckett et al., 1998).

Part of this work (Chapter 6) looked at the surface Zn amounts of five species in 

central London, including the pollution tolerant London Plane, Platanus acerifoli. 

Of all the species examined, the trapping of surface Zn was highest on the leaves 

of C. monogyna indicating that this species may be particularly useful at reducing 

particulate levels. C. monogyna is already commonly found in roadside 

hedgerows where it may be playing an important role in reducing the particulate 

effects of traffic. This work did not examine the surface amounts of Zn on
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coniferous species. These species may have the advantage of offering year round 

protection but are generally considered less effective at trapping particulates than 

Broadleaved species since these renew their ‘trapping’ apparatus i.e. their leaves 

on a regular basis (Beckett et al., 1998). Similarly for NOx Hanson et al. (1989) 

reported that deposition of NO2 to broadleaved species was greater than to 

conifers.

This work has identified that while S. nigra may be a useful species for removing 

NOx from the atmosphere, C. monogyna may have potential for accumulating 

particulates and channelling them to the soil during rainfall. Before species are 

selected for cleansing the atmosphere and planting around point sources it is 

important to determine their suitability for the habitat For example, although S. 

nigra may be useful at reducing NOx levels it may not be suitable for planting 

along city pavements which can be a hostile environment since they are hot 

during the day and cold at night. Another consideration if particulates are being 

transferred to the soil by rainfall is that over time, soil toxicity may occur which 

could cause physiological damage to the root system. Therefore, it may be useful 

to investigate resistance to soil toxicity as well as particulate trapping capacity 

when selecting species for cleansing the atmosphere of particulates.

The work presented in this thesis also allows conclusions to be drawn regarding 

the suitability of several biomarkers for N deposition and traffic flow. It seems 

that a major effect of the motorway may have been elevated growth as the result 

of NOx inputs from the passing traffic. Simple growth measurements themselves 

may therefore be used as indicators N deposition. However Speicker (1999)
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comments that by themselves growth measurements are not a significantly 

powerful tool for the diagnosis of specific causes since growth can be stimulated 

by a number of external factors such as CO2 supply, light levels and temperature 

as well as N availability. Other biomarkers for N deposition that have been 

shown to have potential include 615N signatures and NR activity.

S15N signatures were shown to be less negative in leaf material collected close to 

the motorway traffic. The effects of traffic S15N signatures is not necessarily 

dependent on atmospheric uptake of N since the effect was demonstrated in C. 

monogyna and Quercus spp., two species for which foliar uptake of atmospheric 

pollutants is likely to be negligible. Species that are able to take up atmospheric 

N direcdy from the atmosphere, such as S. nigra may exhibit an even greater 

response in terms of foliar 51SN signature since the signature will not be affected 

by soil and uptake fractionation processes. Unfortunately the foliar signature of S. 

nigra was not investigated as part of this research as there were insufficient 

individuals along the transect however it may be useful for further research to 

focus on the 515N signatures of trees known to take up N directly from the 

atmosphere.

NR activity may provide a biomonitoring resource but only if careful 

consideration is given to the species tested. This work examined the NR activity 

of 4 species and only significantly higher activities at the motorway site for one of 

these, S. nigra, could be measured. If NR activity is to be used as a biomarker, 

care also needs to be taken as to the time of year since not only do activities vary
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dramatically throughout the growing season but for S. nigra, differences between 

the two sites were only apparent in the summer from late June onwards (See 

Chapter 5).

Total N per unit of leaf material and tissue NCV did not appear to offer much 

potential as biomarkers. This is likely to be because traffic-derived N was 

directed towards new growth which effectively meant that plant N per unit of leaf 

material remained at a constant level despite the total amount of N within the 

whole plant increasing. This diluting effect may have also effectively diluted NR 

activity and may explain why differences in NR were not always significant. It is 

likely that the 815N signature would be diluted in a similar way however despite 

this problem the effect of the traffic 815N signature on the plant 815N signature 

was still detectable.

One disadvantage of this sort of study is that sampling only took place at one site 

and therefore may not be directly applicable to other habitats. For example 

whereas this study showed no significant effects of traffic exposure on total N of 

C. monogyna a previous study did detect significant increases with greater 

deposition levels (Port and Thompson, 1980). It seems that a key factor in the 

response of vegetation may be the extent to which N deposition is able to 

stimulate growth. Where soil nutrients such as P are not limiting, biomarkers 

such as concentrations of total N, total P, tissue NO3’ and NR may not be useful 

since N deposition will tend to stimulate growth, allowing concentrations to be 

held at constant levels. However if N deposition is unable to stimulate additional
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growth, for instance because the potential for growth has been satisfied either 

because the habitat is N saturated or because supply of another nutrient is limiting 

growth, this is when changes in biomarkers such as total N may occur.

This thesis has demonstrated that although exposed to additional atmospheric N 

deposition from motorway traffic, trees at Mardley Heath appear to be 

experiencing few negative effects and are in fact growing vigorously most likely 

as the result of the fertilizing effect of the traffic-derived N. Two tree species, S. 

nigra and C. monogyna, have been identified which may have potential for 

improving atmospheric concentrations of two different forms of pollution namely 

NOx and particulates respectively. It is interesting to note that the planting of 

trees for the improvement of atmospheric pollution was first recommended over 

300 years ago by a British author and founding member of the British Royal 

Society, John Evelyn (1661). However, relatively little effort has been made to 

research useful species and planting strategies. TTie results presented in this thesis 

suggest that this is definitely an area of research that would benefit from further 

investigation considering the potential advantages to those living in urban 

environments in terms of health and general standard of living.
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